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2.1 y P-IM funding of BILINGUAL program, if Title 2.1 1
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0-no prior fundiaig mentioned
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29 Wisconsin
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0.5

Li 17

2.2 Year prior funding began

2.3 Prior bilingual program involved:
arly childhood tpre

K)

lementary students (grades 1-6)

3-secondary students (grades 7-12)

0-not specified

2.4 ,source of prior bilingual program funding:

Olocal 4-university
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2.5 (DCONCUBRENT fuAding of program(s) if cooperating
with Title VII program

0-no concurrent funding mentioned

2.6 ncurrent program cooperating with Title VII involves:

eLrly childhood (pre K-:,K.J1-.

,eades 1-6

2.2 AIM
2.3 lAtiLL

2.5

2.6 142_
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4.0 SCOPE of P.-LJECT
4.1 Numbers of schools involved in Title VII program:

1-one 4-four 0-not specified

2-two 5-five
3-three 6-other

page
2..

110 401a ( Ar of 54/Aelerets pen on (use. 2.Second year B tiAsvitox. 4k4.2 Total number of students in ?rograu ..First year 4.2 A

C

411014 44' Na
60,14-.C.Tiaird year

(AS ditairs.
4.3 Grade level of students in program; number of classes per

grade and total number of students by grouped grade levels

(by second year)
Number of Number of

Grade Classes PYge. Classes___,

-PreSchool t 7-grade 7 ...............

Crld.ffitn :::11::::
..8-grade 8

PSK MID TOTAL NO. students PS and
I 9-grade 9 __.

B ..._____TOTAL students gr. 7-9

-grade 5

grade 1 10-grade 10

rade 2 ..13...... 11-grade 11

ade 4
____8.3 12-grade 12

C .....___TOaf students gr. 10-12

6-gade 6
A 1,42410_ TOTALMN/7U gr. 1-6

60)
4.4 1-All classes graded . 4.4 __IL_

2-All classes ungraded

3-Some classes ungraded
If ungraded, specify ages or grades grouped together:________

5.0 P..10CESS V.CIABLES - STUDENTS (Sociolinguistic)

5.1 Students Dominant and Native language interaction and

cultural affiliation (Indicate number of students in each

category and specify cultural affiliation in box)

(Circle any information which is inferred and write INF.)

lish popipant

1. Total !I 1.1-E Dom -
Non-Miglish
Mother Tongue.

2. Total

Mother-Tongue...

1/39

A:re,g4PPPPPinaPP, 5.0
II E. -Dom - Nrirr

NE do::

( N-arr

2, don

NWT

I

No..
c>,

112 E-Dom - gar

-Dori 112a 473
54 %

Total E-Dom ..,

/,,

I Total Non-Enalish II Total EngliAh

Daminant:.1144 Doninant;,../13--, II= III+ 112

----\------------'

I .

En-flish Dominant



4.3 Grade level of students in prograu, number of classes per
grade and total number of students by grouped grade levels
(by second year)

Number of Number of

G1141q Classes PrE-Ap Classes__

'-PreSchool 7-grade 7
8-grade 8

PSK ,TOTAL NC. students PS and K 9-grade y
D,.....j0TAL students gr.

grade 1
ade 2

rade 3
rade 4

-grade 5
6-ade 6
A .74241 TOTAL-students gr. 1-6

OW)
4.4 1-All classes graded

2-All classes ungraded

3-Some classes ungraded
If ungraded, specify ages or grades grouped together:_____

5.0 P:LCESS VA.11ABLES - STUDENTS (Sociolinguistic)
5.1 Students Dominant and Native language interaction and

cultural affiliation (Indicate number of students in each
category and specify cultural affiliation in box)
(Circle any information which is inferred and write INF.)

7-3

10-grade 10
11-grade 11
12-grade 12
C iiiidents gr. 10-12

4.4

1. Total

Non-Miglish
Mother Tongue,

2. Total
English
Mother-Tongue...

. - . .

P9TI-P941:t11:4?P.E4-P11

I . N-E Dom' - NFIIT

. . _

P9S1541aRti 5.0
7,-.

II.E-Dom - ii
, NE do:,.

E don
NWT

112 F. -Doer

I-Don
xi L

No..

I O

II1

II
2

I Total Non-Enzlish II Total EngliAh

Dominant:(

\----'--

4(4016.1=-113?-

I N-E Dom N-EHT

XLY- PPW.1119.11.t...

Non-English Example: a native Spanish speaher
Mother. Tongue 1 who uses Spanish in most contacts

I though he may :now English

1.

Dan - EMT

r gush
1

EXample: (rare) a native ..1;nlish
Mother Tongue !spearing Puerto acan child,

!born in New York who returns
to Pu-rtc 'deo and becaes
Spanish dominant

E-Dom ,
II= III+ II

2

.

English Dominant,

E-Dorn N-alT

Example: a native Spanish
speaker uh6 uses Spanish only in
familiar contacts, and English
in all othersi schooli.yprp..,

- La. z

Examples: 1)a native E.speaking
acculturated American who may

or : not ?now a second lang.:AaY

2)a native E. speaking
Mexican-American child who has a
minimal receptive knowledge of
Spanish, but has a Latin culture
affiliation



5.2 Cultural or Ethnic identification of target
by number and ; of each

Indigenous Americans:

Al Navijo Al

Dumber

A2 Cherokee
A3 Other (specify)
A TOTAL No. of American Indian A

Aaericans of other ethnic bae:grounds:

Bllaexican-American
B2 Puerto-acan
B3 Cuban
D4 Other Spanish-American

(specify)
B TOTAL No. of Spanish-

spea:zing Americans

C

D

G
II
J

Portuguese - American*

Franco-American
Chinese-American
Eskimo

Other

B1.131_
B2

-

B3

B4

D
F
G

I TOTAL number of N-ZIT target
students

page 3

students in program

Per Cent of if inferred,

Total Students check ()

.1°

C.

GI

Cl

5.3 Ethnic identity of English mother tongue students other than target
populationlif specified, by number and per cent.

El AdGfAkt 40fitaktRN

E2 & A C K 41.460.igiS (1,

II TOTAL number of IT students
other than target popaation

5.4 Students' native language or ;mothe tongue if DIFFE:22 T
from dominant language

TP4PIEtJA14-1AZA
1-English
2-Spanish

(specify)

;gSPYPPAPA:t4Y.PPWAL19. Numbe-

5.5 Students' Dominant Language and Extent of Bilingualism

Dominant langthge
of students in program

NuMber

It; English
A American

Indian

ff7e

PPR Cent

Number of ilonolin Dumber of students Bilingual

Students to any extant

No.
.

5 not 'only listening.speaUng
, spec%

1

con prehension

._..(

No.

'

% 'Do. A

.- .....

e

.--,

.

not
spec.



B1 Iiexican-American
B2 Puerto-2ican
B3 Cuban
B/. Other Spanish-American

(soecify)
B TOTAL No. of Spanish-

speaking Ayericans

C

D

G
II

J

Portuguese-American
Franco-American
Ch!nese-American
Eskimo
Aissian
Other

I TOTAL number of N- BUT target
students

B1.112_

B3

B4

C

D
F

J

5.-.) Ethnic identity of English yother tongue students other
population, if sperified, by number and per cent.

21 .44C40.n.ASIERiC4110 4"1"1111._ -f3 -q.

132 $440( 4011144.1018) NS:.

II TOTAL number of 'Ziff students

other than target population

than target

5.4 Students' native language or mother tongue if DIFFE,.-.ENT
from dominant language

Dominant lancuaae
1-English
2-Spanish

5 .
(specify)
Different Native Lanaua-e pupber per qpnt

...... e .... ,%,..

to -pf)

s %% .....

5.5 Students' Dominant Language and Extent of Biltngualiam

Dominant language ! Number of ilonolin

of students in program Students

Number

2 .113 English
A American

ffie
Indian

Al Navajo
A2

A3 -Keresan
Other (spec.)

B 'lf Spanish gee
C .... Portuguese
D French

Chinese
G Eskimo
H .:ussian

J Other (spec.):

. .
. . . .

not
spec.

. . .

Humber of students Bilingual
to any extent

not sonly listening. speaking

spec.1 comprehension qtbility
'No. % No. 0

. . .
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5.6 riacruitment of Students: 5.5 , 0
0 - not sp7.cified

1 - siglisl. Nother Tongue and Pon English iiother Tongue

Students are recuired to participate in the bilingual program

2 Only N-arr are recuired to take program, participation

is -.11untary
3 - Both ELIT and IT-ZIT participation is voluntary

5.7 Proportion of 2171: pupils in project area: see Chart C

n.sr not specified on the chart

5.8 Community Characteristics (mark ally that apply)

0 - not specified
crinner city-ghetto

major city
small city, town or suburb
rural

5 other (specify)

5.9 A. Socio-economic status of N-32 participating students

(indicate specific percent of low SES)
B. Average family income, if mentioned
n.s._not specified

5.10 Socio-econonomic.status of EHT -)articipating students
(indicate specific percent of low SES on the blank)

n.a. -not applicable (no EHT)
00 -not specified

5.11 Proportion of migrant students in project

(Indicate specify- percent)
n.s. -not specified

6.0 SOCIOLINGUISTIC Sr=

6.1 Project states that a sociolinguistic survey:
I for II for

ii- 1,1 group a"..11 group

(Dwas made A. . . l a O...

2 will be made
0 not mentimed .e,

6.2 If a sociolinguistic survey was or will be made,

mark all groups included:
I NI,MT II MC

parents
children V . 4

3 teachers
4 coununity
5 others -

---- -
(specify)

6.3 Language daainance of N-EilT groups (checl: A..parents, C_ teachers)

will be determined by the extent each language is used in different domains

through various means of communication.
e.g. specify extent descriptively: never, sometimes, always 6.3 A1,611101,S

B 45nrielkimeS
USE NON-ENGLISH LANG. USE EUGLISN CYr.55kkueilioles

...14:1"#114K

5.7 52%. 4Piltax

5. 8 14-3

5.11 Auk_

6.1 I /

II _IA

6.2 I A4
II

=AIM:
1 Horae



5.0 Comunity Characteristics (mar:: ally that apply)
0 - not specified

inner city-ghetto
major city

91- small city, town or suburo
rural

5 other (specify)

5.3 A. Socio-economic status of N--al participating students
(indicate specific percent of low SES)

B. Average family income, if mentioned
n.s....not specified

5.10 Socio-econonomicetatus of iiT participating students
(i-dicate specific percent of low SES on the blank)
n.a. -not applicable (no Jur)
00 -not 1ff 4 .

5.11 Proportion of migrant students in project
(Indicate specific percent)
n.s.-not specified

6.0 SOCIOLINGUISTIC SU2V1Y

6.1 Project states that a sociolinguistic survey::
I for II for

1i-2g7i group Lla groin
(Dwas made .____-.
2 will be made
0 not mentioned get_

6.2 If a sociolinguistic survey was or will be mule,
mark all groups included:

I N1T II INC
parents
children

3 teachers
4 community
5 others

(specify)

41111111

5 . 8 .

5.5 A. 43291r

D. Pt St..

5.10 80X

5.11 11;j2L__

6.2 I

II __IC)._

(J..) Language daainance of N-LIIT groups (chec:: A__parents, D. children, C_ teachers)
will be determined by the extent each language is used in different domains
through various merms of communication.
e.g. specify extent descriptively: never, sometimes, always 6.3 A 61,4:10/S

B 1(#...511r4te.it-ipAe$
USE NON-ENGLISH LANG. 1J ENGLISH Cr..SSkinetaties

DOPIAINS: ;11TIA 1
1 Home
2 Church

-4-3 School
4 Work
5 Socializing
6 Neighborhood
7 film-TV-radio.
8 ilagazines,ne*
9 Others

(specify)

111. ..... , , , .. , ..
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6.4 If not included in surveys how was student's language dominance 6.4

determined? I II II e441

N-EHT
1-inferred by use of surname
2-established by formal testing of students
3-assessed by inforns1 means (specify how)

c(orvivcesctt
4-not mentioned

Alt c ;Iciren i nc laded
. Y revrd less of (a rtu tele

6.5 800)4nguistic Survey inclines: (check all that apply)
An analysis to determine if an interlanguage exists
in the community, (e.g., a mixture of two languages
which serves as a single system of communication for
a group of people).
Gyes
0-no

Attitudes toward maintenance or shift:

6.6 -EIT parents' attitudes toward maintenance of child's
N -ELT in particular domains of use or complete shift
to English
Oyes
0-no

6.7 EAT parents' attitudes toward their children's learning
of the N-EUT language
0-yes
0-no

6.8 Children's own attitudes regaruing the second language
ey are learning and the speakers of that language
yes

0-no

6.9 If not included in survey how were parental and/or
community attitudes toward N -MT maintenance
determined?
1-will not be assessed

2-will be assesseds method not specified
3-has been or will be assessed by method other than

sociolinguistic survey (specify how) ..."1

6.5_1

6.10 1-After sociolinguistic survey is made, how does it influence 6.10,
program? (specify) (e.g. transfer or maintenance instructional
programs)

0-not mentioned

'7.0 STAFF SELECTION

7.1 Linguistic background of project teachers, by number in each category:
(indicate non-English language in each box)

4Language dominance not specified
,,Mother tongue not specified

not specified whether monolingual or bilingual

A,..Aopolingual 8-Bilingual
N E Dom.
NE

I.

NT 11: 0

aM

(if any information is not
specified$ cross out that
heading and complete the
rest of the chart)

7.1
I A itS! 0
I B /



a group of people).
yes

0-no

Attitudes toward maintenance or shift:

6.6 parents' attitudes toward maintenance of child's 6.6

N-EiiT in particular domains of use or complete shift
to English

(9Yes
0-no

6.7 zaT parents' attitudes toward their children's learning 6.7 t

of the N-ElIT language

0-yes
0-no

6.8 Children's own attitudes regarding the second language 6.8_,
ey are learning and the speakers of that language
yes

0-no

6.9 If not included in survey how were parental and/or
community attitudes toward 11-iT maintenance
determined?
1-will not be assessed
2-will be assessed, method not specified
3-has been or will be assessed by method other than

sociolinguistic survey (specify how)

6.10 1-After sociolinguistic survey is mades how does it influence 6.10

program? (specify) (e.g. transfer or maintenance instructional
programs)

0-not mentioned

7.0 STAFF SECTION

7.1 Linguistic background of project teachers, by number in each category:
(indicate non-English language in each box)

'Language dominance not specified (if any information is not

........,Aother tongue not specified specified, cross out that

not specified whether monolingual or bilingual heading and complete the
rest of the chart)

I II E Dam.

II,E Dom

'EM

E Dot
1 NEMT

A

B-- Bilingual 7.1
I

I

II

II

II

A

N

it * .40 ..

Nz
-

Total Number
Nonolingual

N= I I+. .41. ....we. ov... amm.

N=-. .

N=

B Total Number
Bilingual

.../

Total Number
of Teachers

N . .31 , .

awm.10.

B-
ag Cr%

3s-oh,



7.2 Lin i'stic back round of

ln cate non-English language in each

v' Mother

dominance not specified

Mother tongue not specified
Not specified whether monolingual

ect aides or ara rofcs

I N-E Dam
N--EMT

II E Dam
ENT

II E Don
1 N -EIT

A Monolingual

page 6

ionals number:

box
(If any information is not
specified, cross out that

or bilingual heading and complete the

rest of the chart)

D Bilingual

it/ 0 Al

7.2

N Total Number

A Total Number B Total Number of aides or

Monoegual paraprofessionals
12.

7.3 Laneuaae(s) used by bilingual teachers:
(Mark all that apply)

1 :ilingual teachers teach in only one language

la-Bilingual teachers who teach in only one language teach in their

dominant language, whether that is their native or second language.

Bilingual teachers who teach in only one language teach in their

native language:
1b-only if native language is also their dominant language

1c-even if native language is not their dominant language

1-0-not specified

ilingual teachers teach in both their native and second language,

regardless of which is their dominant language.

7.4

I A
I B
II A
II B
II A
II

1
B

1 A

/AO
N
B

IMII/ONIMP

7.3

0-language(s)used by teachers not specified

Mark all that apply

a rofe sio :

1-B_ ingual aides instruct in only one language
ilingual aides who instruct in only one language teach in

their doin nt language, whether or not it is their native language.
.ilingual al es who instruct in only one lang. teach in their native lang.:

lb-only if native la nguage is their dcninant 1-ngu-ge

1c -..v n if native language is not their dominant language

1-0 not specified

2-Bilingual aides instruct in both their native and second language,

regardless of which is their dominant language.

0-language(s) used by bilingual aides not specified

7.5 of ati of te =ch= aid

pumbep and nercent Mark all that apply Specify cultural affiliation.



II E Dom
ENT

II E Dom
1 14-Ei iT

A Total Number

tJ ;

B Total Number

Monoegual

N Total Number
of aides or

paraprofessionals

.

7.3 4anausae(s) used by bilinaual teachers:
(nark all that apply)

LOP

1-Bilingual teachers teach in only one language

la-Bilingual teachers who teach in only one language teach in their
dominant language, whether that is their native or second language.

Bilingual teachers who teach in only one language teach in their
native language:

lb-only if native langdage is also their dominant language
1c-even if native language is not their dominant language
1-0-not specified

ilingual teachers teach in both their native and second language,
regardless of which is their dominant language.

0-languay(s)used by teachers not specified

7.4 Laneuagefs) used by bilinaual aides or paraprofepsionals:
(Nark all that apply)

1-B ingual aides instruct in only one language
ilingual aides who instruct in only one language teach in
their dominant language, whether or not it is their native language.

instruct in only one lang. teach in their native lang.:
lb-only if native language is :duo their dcninant 1-npu-ge
1c-..w.n if native language is not their dominant language
1-0 not specified

2-Bilingual aides instruct in both their native and second language,
regardless of which is their dominant language.

0-language(s) used by bilingual aides not specified

7.5 Cultur aff' iation of teache = aide
nuMber and percent Nark all that apply

r ect d' ector d ev= uato
Specify cultural affiliation.

A. Teachers No. % B. Aides No. % C. Prof. Director
.

&AAA

0-not specified

c Jacmut

1=1 =ERIN. 11

D. Evaluator(s)No.

Act tit em

(NAME 41417.461.8

YON..



7.6 Selection of 11141T.teachers_ community
0-not specified
Number of N-LIff program teachers from local community
and % _of total N-MIT, teachers.

pace 7
7.6 No. %

7.7 Number and Proportion of teachers and aides of _,sane 7.7 No.A Gocultural backgound as A-A students: 65-
indicate specific percent on the blanl:, or B /00

if specified descriptively, OPK"OP.10
A = teachers 2 -few

2-someB = aides 3-many
4-most
5-more than half
0-not specified

7.8" Teacher Qualifications - Training prior to project
1-Indicate number of teachers with each qualification, 7.8

if given)
n.s.-qualifications not spcified

0-previous courses not specified
1. __teacher must meet a specified level of language proficiency on a

standardized proficiency test of the non-English language through
which (s)he will instruct

2,, __teacher must meet a specified level of coraraunicative competence in
the non - English language determined by a structured interview

3.____previous teaching through N- IT (in country where it is a native
language, in Peace Corps)

4.__previous teaching in local area
5.. __...pourses in N-EtiT language structure and usage
6. courses in N-E literature
7.____content (e.g. Social Studies) courses learned through N-SIT
8.,_ any previous education through N-arr
9._ courses in teaching ESL
10. _courses in methods of teaching N-EliT language
11._ _courses in methods of teaching content (e.g. math)in N-ELIT
12.___certification in ESL
13.____certification in teaching N-2IT
14.___cross cultural courses
15. courses in the cultural heritage, values, deep culture of N-ZT
16 other qualifications, specify

All were credefiffebed rea kW 4e(Laell ; n 441 rkt4e of Cet
.

8.0 STAFF =MOMENT 8.1 A oF. C-p.C9
B 3 fi NA0-No ,staff .training mentioned )

ad The project is offering traini,ngfor teachers A. For B. For Para-
and /Or akv-ap_rofessionals in the following areas:Teachers professionals
(raark all that apply)

iortielv 00 Teftiler PotilficX PlAgenAdlan.s.-Training indicated, bu e not speci ied
1-English as their second language
2-The teaching of Ziglish as a second language

as their second language
-The teaching of X as a second language__
Methods of teaching other academic subjects

thods of teaching other academic subjects
in X language



4-most
5-more than half

0-not specified

7.8 Teacher_ yalifications - Training prior to project nol's

rindicate number of teachers with each qualification) 7.8_ /7
if given)

n.s.-qualifications not spcified
0-previous courses not specified

1.....teacher must meet a specified level of language proficiency on a

standardized proficiency test of the non-English language thrcugh

which (s)he wilt instruct
2. __teacher must meet a specified level of communicative competence in

the non-English language determined by a structured interview

3. ____-previous teaching through E-31T (in country where it is a native

language) in Peace Corps)

4.__ previous teaching in local area
5.,,.....courses in /1-raT language structure and usage

6........courses in E-E literature

content, (e.g. Social Studies) courses learned through

8. previous education through 11-MIT

_courses in teaching ESL

.10. _courses in methods of teaching N -FliT language

11......_courses in methods of teaching content (e.g. nath)in N -iT

12. certification in ESL
13........certification in teaching N-3 IT

14.......cross cultural courses

15. courses in the cultural heritage, values) de -p culture of N-ET

16 other qualifications) specify

/In were comdetif14;(ed re inlay 4 n At rkete of ache 9.

8.0 STAFF DEVMORIMIT

0-No staff training mentioned
Tbeprodectis offerino-tra.ining,forteachers A. For B. For Pan,
andfir paraprofessionals in followim areas :Teachers professionals
(mark all that apply)

hirwso MACH fhtfitc'T "1"6441.4n.s.-Training indicated) bu ule not specified
1-English as their second language
2-The teaching of English as a second language__
CK as their second language_

-The teaching of X as a second
methods of teaching other academic subjects
thods of teaching other academic subjects

in X language

8.1 A do- -p.69

sr) 6 INfB

3.? Stated (foals of teacher training are:

)Understanding; of socio-cultural valuet and prictices
2-Cross-cultural training
3-Sensitivity to ethnocentricism and linguistic snobbery
-wareness of the social-emotional development of
5-Strategies for accomodating the different learning

styles of
trategies for cognitive development of
trategies for reinforcim, the self-esteem of

thods of cross-cultural teaching or teaching the
cultural component

4115 ormnlation of pupil performance objectives
t'Methods of evaluation of pupil performance Objectives

List specific courses if given (or Xerox and attach)

10
fp Students

Ime-ENT II ENT

.mro

1111



8.3 Methods of Teacher Training: (Mark all that apply)

1-courses
2-experiential, teaching supervised by master teacher

workshops where teachers offer suggestions to each other
se of video-tapes of teachersfor feedback on how they are doing

-cross-cultural sensitivity training, t-groups
interaction analysis (e.g. Flanders system). -p.#

-other (specify)

page 8
8.3

8.4 Project mvides re ea ed t' e to achors and Daraproffesion- 6.4 I
als for joint lesson planning: 1-ye, 0- not mentioned

8.5 Project nrovi.mfes ional 8.5

toward eventual certification: 1-yes 0-not mentioned
How? __,Seffejscidi ace

ive ritty o rof itstorS
8.6 Paralprofessional's tole:

..41;41

&teaching whole class
2-teaching small groups
3-tutoring individually

4-clerical
vecontributing to binatural component

how ? 0414 ralkswA hinamyY4! he PeitteMPLIKOi~4. Anna? SP 60041190111.

+liaison with parents- tiO.

8.7 Training_for proje9t tsashu.s_md_p_maprof=1.413Als is_ztvgnixt.: 8.7
(mark all that apply) A for teachers B for aides B42,,

0-not specified

2 project's
faculty

Master Teachers
3-project's teachers(then IA '411'42.(then (specify) (CMS ti:r

Proportion of personnel givipg. 'teacher trgir:w,..Kho 8.81 7544

are:
2: * 270

1-bilingual
3_11J

2-bicultural
3-N-FAr2 (speg_ify backgsouRd)
M. ft. S. mor Spera.ifie

8.9 Txalalnglp_aromged :
8.9 1+ 2,-

1-during a summer session
2-during the academic year
3other (specify)

8.10 L,':tent of training: B (indicate no. of hours)
Al-approximately ecuivalent to a 5 weekly NA

college course 6 monthly
2--more than one course 7 bi-monthly

leas than one course
-other (specify) 10414.14mult_ Wavel

8.11 Number and Propprtion of teachers_ attending training:
or: if specified descriptively, indicate:

0-not specified 6-most
1-100% 7-many
2-more than 75% 8-few
3-50-74% 9-other (specify)
4-25-50%

38.10 foe.

7

no. %

8.11 47 14:



Z.- - law
8.5 Projest_providep for parappofeslialgsIljuselmesourse credit

toward eventual certification: 1-yes 0-not mentioned

How? ci5e-cifyigefllce, Ahlrks

8.6 Paral,rofessional'Nole:
miiVertity rocaStetS.

teaching whole class
2-teaching small groups
3-tutoring individually

4-clerical
oecontributing to bicultural component

how ?
vOliaisonvith parents-nO.

8.7 Trainine for project teachers andparaprcfessionals 10 give0.1.X:
(mark all that apply) A for teachers B for aides

0-not specified
(University faculty
2 roject's Baster Teachers
3-project's teachers

(they (specify)

iitirrAILS40140,44.

8.f

Afoar

8.7 All

OF Maoism.

(CONSki.TAPITS)
no.

2"8,8 1 7,,r1r0

217

8.8 Number and Proportion of personeacheitraining_ who
are:

1-bilingual
2-bicultural

N-Erf (speaify background))

ft.S. 3,4444i4A.
8.9 Trligpslpprovided:

1-during a summer session
2-during the academic year
3-other (specify)

8.10 1.'.:tent of training:
B (indicate no. of hours)

A1- approximately

''-otherthan one course
2t-more than one course

college course

equivalent to a weekly W

7 bi-monthly
6 monthly

8.11 Number and Proportion of teachers attendintr-ii:
or: if specified descriptively, indicate:

0-not specified 6-most

1 -100%

72-more than 75% 81:7
3-50-74% 9-other (specify)

4-25-50%
5-1-24%

9.0 TEACHERS' ATTITUDES

9.1 Teachers'attitudes are assessed: (Mark all that apply)
0-not mentioned
1-to N-EMT language or dialect
2-to N-ENT students - expectations of achievement
3-to N -fliT culture

4-prior to participation in bilingual project
5-after project training
6-after participation for a period of tiae in project

7-through a questionnaire
8-other (specify)

8.9 14-2.:

8.10 i3
I INF. C.p.1

7

no. %
8.11 01-

9.1



10.0 STAFF PATTEZNS

10.1 §Ipff_pattimm: (marl: all
not specified
ean teaching
luster teaching
hared resource teacher

-other (specify)

that apply)1g.2 10.1

sl-bilingual teacher
2-ESL teacher 10.2

3-bilingual coordinator
14-aides or paraprofessionals
5-consultant psychotherapist
or guidance counselor

6-other (specify)

10.3 Average nttlber_of pupils per class:

0-not specified

10.4 AvermitinAter ofaides or_parAmotelkionals per cjasa:

0-not specified

10.5 AVPM.Q...111likb.er_Qiiirlal.".

0-not specified

10.6 Special aidatto
is given:

(individually by:

sonll groups

0-not specified

having most difficulty in learning

3 teacher
pecial remedial teacher

5 araprofessional
- parent tutor

"...older student tutor

8-peer tutor
9-not specified
10-no special help given

pace 9

3

10.3 .40_

10.4

10.5

10.6 ath) 3,5°

11.0 INSUUCTIONAL COjPONEIIT - DMATION AND EXTENT OF BILINGUAL CONPONENT

11.1 Duration of Bilingual Education (policy) I

N-31T language Lurill be maintained in proffarl: k DOE

(mark all that applirr KENT
0-not specified holt long
1-as the alternative language of learning __I

for as long as desired
2-as the medium of instruction for special 2..

subject natter (e.g. cultural heritage)
3-only for the length of time necessary for

the acquisition of sufficient English to
permit learning of acadenic content at an
acceptable level in English

E DOM

11.2 gow.inany years, cloes..22.-oiect state is or)tirD)_ for instruction

for IT-7.411 wow. tArgigki. 2.4angume to continue?

0-not mentioned
if for a par icular number of years:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

(if specified in terms of a condition, please state it -
e.g. "if a child begins learning in N-EirI and English in Pre-K,
P-MIT instruction should continue through high-school")

15011

NI .W

3 of del ony
3
ci,goweal .



0-not specified

10.4 kreralain;absr of aides pr2arlaprollesvionals per class:
0-not specified

10.5 AVPIag.P..11141b.e.r....Q1.-11-1M.9t_ailingual..Cor. para..

aro f e per dm:
0-not specified

10.6 $pecialgdprIopoils having most difficulty_in learning
is given:

(individually by:

n small groups
0-not specified

teacher

pecial remedial teacher
araprofessional

-parent tutor
7-older student tutor
8-peer tutor
9-not specified
10-no special help given

10.4 .

10.5 _J.

10.6

11.0 INSTRUCTIONAL COIXONMIT - DUNATION AND EXTENT OF BILINGUAL CO/TONENT

11.1 Duration of Bilingual Education (policy) I II

/f-ZIT language will be maintained inpro,grgn:
(marl: all that apply)
0 -not specified how long

1-as the alternative language of learning
for as long as desired

2-as the medium of instruction for special
subject matter (e.g. cultural heritage)

3-only for the length of time necessary for
the acquisition of sufficient English to
penait learning of academic content at an
acceptable le' el in English

k Dot;

NEM

o-.

E DO4 2, )5011

10111 NUN

11.2 How any years, does zaroject stgte is ooting2 for instruction
for 1.1-74 group. throughpAf2 language to continue?

0-not mentioned
if for a par icular number of years:
1 2 3 4(5)6 7 8 9 10

(if specified in terms of a condition, please state it -
e.g. "if a child begins learning in H-FliT and English in Pre-K,
N-arr instruction should continue through high-school")

Duration of Bilingual Education (in practice) (Hark all that apply)

11.3 Second lan-uggp_learnincr is introduceAin which grade:
code: 0= N.A. (if no Ed)

13=

for each group U.A. Pre-K 1 2 3 Z.); 6- 7 8 9 10
I DOti

II EDOLi.

DOWNEET

of ellf

jou) eel .

only

11.3 I ..../01J:1),,L1

3

4v4.11)411
4401 )

11 12



11.4. ApspiTent:m.P.ie.PI Jij-11. D?.)-.5-P;;Psl. to, isk, future. bliltnaAl.

PrAXPnLstglAj4jOAP:127P4P)-PXP;.:_(=-P4P4PAPP4gicWA49)
00 0 not grades

DON
code: (if no ELIT)mentioned .1.3 4.) 7-9 10-12 l3-college training

II .11?Y4 - EIY2:::

1I1 2-MOOLIT..

page 10

, 14 Voc.

.

s?". .._

code: 13=College or University (Other professional training)
14=Federals State, or Private Vocational Job training

11.5 Second 1sPLIWAXET4T4MPar-41aisA d9PPAPtAt.:111AtItA is
ProlgqW.PIPPuSk.ge49:

00 if 0 not grades
code: no WI specified 1 2 3 4 5

II Ea
IIl 11-1111VE Dom

11.6 Learning in their nat.j.v.p language for Non-Ehglis4 dominant
students is rqleeted through grade:

0=not specified Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12

4..4 a oar.,

11.4 I _

-6
It

j

11.5 I :7___

9 10 11 12 64

11.6

(14 Prnamgc..0

11.7 The amount of instructional time in and through their native language
per ley for N-TliT students uho are N-E dominant ip 3317

code: 0=not specified m=math s = science ss = social studies

11.7 11.8 11.9
Din. per day Total Afro. per Subjects taught % of time per day of
of. instruction day of any in native lang. instructich ''

RannUal1611U______-inaIructipn__ - tiwop_ghiT-MIT
Preli Ise K liar; _---1.,....,,,...... i._ _

_.,..2

....___
:31m_.......

307.P....

2

4 : _ - ;

. .... . /10........ . .... . ...
I". .....a.....

. 44 -ow . ...4 w. a .
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.
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4...4 .

.......4
...4. .1 a.

....... _ ..,..... .... . . . . . .. .... ... . .... ... . . ... -4. 4 .

... .. .-. ....... . ..........L.4... .. ..

.4 . . ... ...... . 4.. ... Al. .41 5. 0 a e ...... .... ..... ...a ....... ran,

: 64 .......... . 4 .4 ... .- 4. . . 4.= . ..4 . . .4. a .4. ........

r- r8 8
9., 9

,

--1
1 0 i 1 0.1. .

---;
11 i

1
,

1 1
. ... --...1

12 12 - .

11.10 The amount of instructional time in and through their native language

33 711
code: 0 = not specified N.A. = not applicable, no 11-EilT, E dom students

1

2
3
4

for N- -; 1T students who are English dominant is:

11.10
i:in. per day

of instruction

:tairrazgb. 11.7.7,t . _ .

Total Ian. per
day

oof//aanyyy

.1.

4

4 .4

11.11 11.12
Subjects taught % of time per day of
in native lang. inatruction

30
2
1 .7.e _

340.11r.
1,3. .

. 047r. . .......... ^



11.5 AgPANI JAPLIIPOL 1"X1151g-poi,
projected through grade:

00 if 0 not
code: no MIT specified

II Sri
N-EiiT/1:', Dom

aglish dominant students is

grades

1 2 3 4 5

11.5 I

9 10 11 12 64

11.6 ...LearAtra their native language for Non-aiglishdominant 11.6

students is nr.ojeciedthrough.gre.di:,,,,
C=not specified/Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 (2) is i 10 11 12 (1NI Pfteite-r)

11.7 The amount of instructional time in and through their native language

per day for N- IT students who are N-E dominant ip

PreK ..... a. War

'Far - -.0 ra..aara-- . WI. as. a. 11. AO- AY.. 4. 3, ..
2

4 `.._ _ . L. A . 31:11 r...
11. e. don a. ale 5... ....

6

3 .3 1 70
code: C=not specified mFmath s = science ss = social studies

11.7 11.8

iin. per day Total Alin. per Subjects taught

of instruction day of any in native lang.

Mirg-1441-i1 Rr_11 _ .

11.9
% of time per day of
instruetich

ft* 3o/

6
7

1-
8
9.4_

11
12

7

; .

4--
11
10

;

12

11.10 The amount of instructional time in and through their native language

33 7o
code: 0 = not specified N.A. = not applicable, no N-221T, E dom students

fox; 11-ZIT students who are aaglish dominant is:

11.10
fin. per day
of instruction
;through.

11.11 11.12

Total fin. per Subjects taught % of time per day of

day of any in native lang. instruction
through. N:-.21111.

1 1
! 1 30.W.-.-. -i

2 '

1 2

4 ., ,- fa: .:. i . H3
l . 4 , i

1 4 4.14-

5
6 .... . ..... . , . .

,6.. , ..... , . ..... , . . . .

7
.i. ,, .. ,.. . . .. . .. _ . a I ... . F ... , . . . s . , .-

0
10 .10 . .

11 .11 1

12 ' - 12...... . . .: :.... ., , . ......... .. ..... , . .. . .. . ., ,,,.., .... , ..
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i11.13
students (including N-EnT-aglish dominant). ...,Lfsh

11.13 Kirus one -thy - only non- 41M.11h Nother

Hother tongue students do not receive instruction in
a second language

0-no English nether tongue students
kieaxYl clntS1,1_.0- ;2 . en9 molt.er +.0y-ke

11.14 The amount of instructional time in and through their second language
for pupils who are native speakers of English is: sn,

code: 0 = not specified N.A. = not applicable, no Eaglish 11T students

11.14 11.15 11.16
Ein. per day Total min. per Subjects taught % of tine per day
of instruction day of any in seccnc(lang. of instruction
throw; h N-LIIT instruction throufa,N-ENT,,..

...1. ,-SIPB. K tOt;
1PreK !

2
1 . I. .41 S10 .7e - . .

i 2 rotr
3

4
;

i.

. , . ,, .... i 4 . . .S11 Te. . . . . . . .,1

5

6 !

8
7

t ..
i

i,

7

0
,

, I 0 II0. ,

.
1

11 i

12 r'

1 11
. .....

i

i
'12

11.17 Mixed or separate language_ Rsagp. by. ,teapjter ...and/or, aide,

in the classroom (marl: all that apply)

not specified
nguagee are never mixed by either the teacher, aide or the

pupil in any one class period; only one language is used.
2-the second language is used exclusively by the teacher,aide
and pupils during at least one portion of the school day.

3-the teacher uses one language exclusively within a class period;
pupils.are allowed to use either native or second language.

4-the teacher uses only one language; however, the aide or para-
professional uses another during the sane class period; students
nay use either.

5-the teacher reinforces any conversation initiated by the child
through the use of whichever language the child has used at the time.

6-constant switching from one language to another by teacher during
lesson.

7-the teacher uses English and the paraprofessional then translates
the sane material for N-DIT pupils.

8-other (summarize)

?It reguciier aces only one. 141444.1% per, lesson -Giuldreh
MO* et/so QS a -Me. /aril wits. t-irc.fuerrely - No MI ictii
T4,4 --same .

12.0 NETHODS OF SECOND LANGUAGE TEACHING

(iiar% all that apply; some projects may use a combination
of methods)

01-414.9-1impal habit skills or behavioral approach. Emphasis
cn communication. Includes contrastive analysis of sounds
(units) in both languages by teacher and students, student

12.0_, 1



12.0_

11.17 V#B.914..ST. PPPAPAel.14ukULP0.14PAZA:by teacher 4p4/4:
.n the classroom (mar:: all that apply)

11.17

S. R, e. Xerox I( a.

not specified
nguages are never mixed by either the teacher, aide or the

11pupil in any one class period; only one language is used.
2-the second language is used exclusively by the teacherpaide
and pupils during at least one portion of the school day.

3-the teacher uses one language exclusively within a class period;
pupils.are allowed to use either native or second language.

4-the teacher uses only one language; however, the aide or para-
professional uses another during the same class period; students
may use either.

5-the teacher reinforces any conversation initiated by the child
through the use of whichever language the child has used at the time.

6-constant switching from one language to another by teacher during
lesson.

7-the teacher uses English and the paraprofessional then translates
the same material for N-3IT pupils.

8-other (summarize)

?It "regt.cier uses only one, /al Nal% pe !Won -Gil/Ur-Oh

MiSt edso 45'4 44e. AnTkar, c4.44160reti AM4thi

ride -same
12.0 liETHODS OF SECOND LANGUAGE TEACHING

(liar!: all that apply; some projects nay use a combination

of methods)

11-Audio-lingual habit shills or behavioral approach. EMphasis
on communication. Includes contrastive analysis of sounds
(units) in both languages by teacher and students, student
repitition of tapes and/or fluent teachers' model sentence
patterns until responses are automatic. Structural drills and
dialogues are systematically presented. Includes direct as-
sociation between object and word in second language in a
sec.uence of patterns learned in complete sentences. Inductive-

generalizations drawn from examples.

2-Transforiaationp.1:-cognitiye

Acquiring an understanding of the structural patterns or
gram atical rules of a language.

roach. EMphasis
on communication. Includes contrastive analysis of sounds
(units) in both languages by teacher and students, student
repitition of tapes and/or fluent teachers' model sentence
patterns until responses are automatic. Structural drills and
dialogues are systematically presented. Includes direct as-
sociation between object and word in second language in a
sec.uence of patterns learned in complete sentences. Inductive-

generalizations drawn from examples.

S. R, e. Xerox I( a.

2-Transforiaationp.1:-cognitiye

Acquiring an understanding of the structural patterns or
gram atical rules of a language.

12.0_

11.1711.17



pl II. PLANS FOR THE SECOND YEAR OF TITLE VII OPERATION
10(0 (CONTINUATION GRANT)

Strong emphasis will again be placed in oral language

javelopment through, the utilization of the subject matter

areas of science, social studies, self-concept building

exercises, and reading for cognitive skills development

through the equal use of both languages (English and Span-

ish). The language developed in each lesson both struc-

ture patterns and vocabulary, is determined by the content

! of the lesson and represents the language and language

patterns essential for explaining and communicating learning

experience. Sequenced and structured drills will lead to

student towards language independence and language prestige

The teaching strategies again will stress continuous

practice in listening and responding to good language models

by the teacher for the development of skill at the receptive

level of,language usage; and emphasis will be placed on

practice in the spoken language for the evelopment of skill

at the expressive level of usage.

Expansion will be limited to vertical expansion going

to the 4th grade at Washington School and to the 3rd grade

at Taylor School, however, all ethnic group children will be

involved in the total program. Activities which will bring

out the cultural aspects of the language will be extended in

history, culture, and the traditions of peoples.

A coordinated program effort will be made in the reading

components and shared by the District, Title I, and Title VII

13
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2a-inductive -generative approach: through listening to communication,

perhaps of peers,,and attempting the new language in situations which

call for the student to generate sentences - test his understanding.

(the way native language is acquired)
Includes direct association between object, picture or action and

word in second language.

A-deductive - the cognitive code approach: through initial formal

study and analysis of grammatical structures, then applying them through

examples, i.e. answering questions, or transforming affirmative sentences

to negative, declarative to interrogative, active to passive.

:3-Grammar - Translation athod
Formal study of rules of grammar and translation from first language

to second. &Thesis on reading in second language rather than using

it for oral communication.

13.0 DOMINLHT AND SECOND LANGUAGE SKILLS SEQUENCE

AL- H* Language Skills Sequence
(*Audiolingual Hethod: listening, speaking, reading and writing)

II

Non Eng dom Eng dom

den -its

0 = not specified
(Use not applicable (n.a.) if project has no Eng. dom. students)

13.1 Second language listening-speaking
shills are learned:
oncurrently with dominant language
listening-speaking skills

2-after a specified level of compe-
tency achieved in listening-speaking_

skills in dominant lan:uage

3-a specified period of time after
listening-speaking skills in dominz.nt

language taught
4-before any specified level of lis-

tening-speaking competence achieved

in c.oninant lancuace

13. AL sequence followed:
istening -speaking proficiency

precedes introduction of reading v/
2- Reading is taught concurrently

with listening-speaking skills . . .

3- Learning to read overlaps learning

of listening-speaking sAlls
4-There is some overlap between

learning to read and to write
a

13.3 Listening-speaking proficiency
determined by:

Omeasure of listening - speaking

roficienc

IN..

6.1.1.1111.0.

wom..

OramINI.

13.1 1B._

IIB

13.2 IA

hihr.

IIB 1

13.3 lA 14-7.

IB

13_01!



0) b 4

to negative) declarative to interrogative) active to passive.

3-Gremmar - Translation Method
Formal study of rules of grammar and translation from first language

to second. Emphasis on reading in second language rather than using
it for oral communication.

13.0 DOMINANT AND SECOND LANGUAGE SKILLS SEQUENCE

AL -N* Language Skills Sequence
(*Audiolingual Method: listening) speaking)

I

Non 'Eng dmi

reading and writing)
II

Eng dom
is

0 = not specified
(Use not applicable (n.a.) if project has no Eng. dom. students)

13.1 Second language listening-speaking
shills are learned:

Ci!)-toncurrently with do:Anant language

listening-speaking skills
2-after a specified level of compe-

tency achieved in listening-speaking
skills in doninant Zan, uage

3-a specified period of time after
listening-speaking skills in doninemt
language taught

4-before any specified level of lis-
tening-speaking competence achieved
in coninant language

11 ATE sequence followed:
istening-speaking proficiency

precedes introduction of reading
2-=leading it.; taught concurrently

with listening-speaking skills
3-Learning to read overlaps learning

of listening - speaking skills

4-There is some overlap between
learning to read and to write

13.3 Listening-speahing proficiency
determined by:

()measure of listening-speaking

(informal(.Vinformal assessment by teacher

-

13.4 Second language reading skills
are learned:

(1:oncurrently with learning to read
in 'rid:Anent language

a-after a specifiea level of don.inant

language reading competence
achievement

specified period of time after
7:Eznilg to read in dominant language

(e.g. a specific grain)

4-before learrlin to rear: Sti Ayednert

language

13.1 IB. I

IIB I

_.1

mlIWOMM/40

13.2 IA

IIA #

IIB 1

0..1

13.3 IA 1+1!
IB
IIA Vet
IIB 141:

-V -d
13.4 'B....1



13.0 PRODUCT 1)% tack,

COMPON INT NAME Reading B. DOMINANT LANGUAG E Spanish

GRADEILEVEL 1, 2, 3, 4 D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 200

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: The program objectives will be to provide a
) frame work upon which reading skills are developed. Since the
f Spanish language is the second language to Latin as to clarity
of structure and enunciation, reading abilities in this language
will provide all students linguistic skills improvement, a

I knowledge of the structure of language, some notion of semantics,
! and a clearer understanding of the nature and phenomenon of lan-
guage. In addition, learning to read in Spanish will develop the
disciplinary values or habits of: sustained effort, sustained
attention (memory is improved by this), and develops the faculty
of logical reasoning, i.e., Concepts may be reinforced by the use
of two vehicles of reasoning. The reading program will be the
same for grade 1, 2, 3, and 4, however, higher achievement and
broader coverage will be expected of the upper grade children

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: (All Levels)

1. After walks or field trips where certain concepts are to be
observed, the student will be able to participate in the
construction of an experience chart on the observations
which he made by responding to the teacher as she writes
down the data. Minimal success will be recorded by a check-
list as to number of responses.

. Given some of the items seen on the walks or field trips and
after using them on an experience chart, the student will be
able to name them in Spanish.

. :After lessons on the Spanish alphabet, the student wits be
able to identify the sounds and the symbols for them. M3.nimal
acceptable success will be the identifying of 60% of the
sounds and letters provided by the teacher as to level.of
reading ability of her student.

. Given several simple words, the student will be able to "read"
the first initial consonant and do it correctly 60% of the
time. This objective to hold for not only initial sounds but
also for the median and final ones.

. Given the vowels sounds and consonant sounds, the student will
be able to list them in two different columns. Minimal success
will be achieved when 60% of them are placed in their proper
column.

. After a lesson on syllabication, the student will be Phle to
count'the number of syllables in a word of one, two, three
syllables. Minimal performance should be to count col; -tly

3 out of 4 words given.

61

I
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I II

Non Eng don Eng don

ptudents ptudenti

A B A. B

dom second dom second

lang lang lang lang

13.5 Reading is introduced:
!- individually, when child is ready

or at a specific time during grade: ji

3

13.5 IA 1M .*
IB I

IIA: I

1
13.6 Reading readiness is determined by:

1-test of reading readiness
13.6 IA, la.,

()informal teacher assessment 2 -7 .7Z IBS
IT.A 2.
DB 2.

13.7 Grade level'reading is expected:
1-in first grade

13.7 IA O

2-in second grade
MN/0.W

BA L.
rm./N.11.w 4...4.0

IIA 0
3-in third grade
4-in fourth grade

IlB 0

5-in fifth grade
....A*

6-in sixth grade
7-other (specify)

13.8 Grade level academic achievement (math, science, etc.) in the 13.8 IB 0

SECOND language is expected:

1-in the first grade
2-second grade
3-third grade

4-fourth grade
5-fifth grade
6-sixth grade
7-other (specify)

14.0 INTEGRATION OF SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING WITH OTHER LEARNING:

(mark all that apply)
I = N-E II= E
dom dom

students students

1-Second language learning is only a sep-

arate subject for English - speaking stu-

dents; the second language is not used

as a medium of instruction for other

subjects.

2-Second language learning is both a sep-

arate subject and also a medium of
instruction for other subjects.

econd language learning is always in-

tegrated with the learning of oourse
content (such as social studies) or as

edium of cognitive develo tient.

14.0 I 3
.3



3

13.6 Reading readiness is determined by:
1-test of reading readiness 13.6 IA -2,,,,

Oinformal teacher assessment 2 2 2:
IB 2..
'DLL_
IIB 2.

13.7 Grade level reading is expected:
1-in first grade
2-in second grade
3-in third grade
4-in fourth grade
5-in fifth grade
6-in sixth grade
7-other (specify)

Mi

11.I
Ilya.,

Om.

011.0/.

ea.slmeamo

13.7 IA C)

IBQII.../
IIA
IIB C,

13.8 Grade level academic achievement (math, science, etc.) in the 13.8 IB C)

SECOND language is expected:

1-in the first grade
.2-second grade
3-third grade

4-fourth grade
5-fifth grade
6-sixth grade
7-other (specify)

14.0 INTEGRATION OF SECOND LANGUAGE =MING WITH OTHER LEARNING:
(mark all that apply)

I= N-E II= E
dom dom
students students

1-Second language learning is only a sep-

arate subject for English - speaking stu-

dents; the second language is not used
as a medium of instruction for other
subjects.

2-Second language learning is both a sep-
arate subject and also a medium of
instruction for other subjects.

second language learning is always in-
tegrated with the learning of oourse
content (such as social studies) or as
a medium of cognitive development.

4-Academic content taught in the native
language is used as the referential
content of second language learning
(the same concept taught in the native
language is taught in the second
language).

5-Different academic content is taught
in the second languap from that which
is taught in the native language.

0-not specified

. 6-other (specify)

M.1.1MYIN.M1

0.

-

14.0 I .3

II 4



15.0 TilEATNENT OF CHILD'S LANGUAGE:
Non Eng. dom.

students
A -in dom. B 2nd

lang. lang.

e child's language is respected.

It is not corrected, rather, all
of the child's speech is accepted.
However, the teacher provides a
model of the standard language
aiming toward child's eventual
control of the standard form.

2-The child's language is corrected-
the teacher points out errors and
demonstrates the standard form.

3-Other (specify)

0-Not specified

16.0 flATEMALS

I

16.1 Reading Materials4Ypes
Reading Materials are: (mark all that apply)

inguistically based or mew. sum.
(Nerrill or niami Linguistic
readers, ITA, etc.) 16.1 IA OeTb."

I

.11.01.11.

...

asal readers

3-Dialect readers

e. erience charts (stories
dictated by children)

16.2 If some reading material is in
the child's dialect, indicate hot.,

long it is used:
1-Grade 1

2-Grade 2
3-Grade 3
4-Beyond Grade 3
0-not specified

16.3 The following are techniques
0-none specified
1-pattern drills
2-dieog memorization
3-choral repetition

4-songs
5..prograumed instruction
6-stories read to children

AUDIO VISUAL AIDES
filnstrips

-8-flannel or magnetic aoards
9-realia, graphic displays
10-records, tapes
11-listening centers
12-multi-media approach

Experiential:

as.WWIala

II

page 14

15.0 IA _._L

Eng. dom.

studentd
A B 2nd

8ng. lang.

16.2 IA 0 0

(EgetAifoce Mows use nlotoiterti Oleos 41)

and materials used fpr second language learning:



aiming toward child's eventual
control of the standard form.

2-The child's language is corrected-
the teacher points out errors and
demonstrates the standard form.

3-Other (specify)

0-Not specified

16.0 flATERIALS

16.1 Reading Materials4ypos
Reading Materials are: (mark all that apply)

inguistically based OM Mb." Swale.
(Merrill or Miami Linguistic
readers, ITA, etc.)

asal readers

3-Dialect readers

erience charts (stories
dictated by children)

-16.2 If some reading material is in
the child's dialect, indicate how
long it is used:
1-Grade 1

2-Grade 2
3-Grade 3
4-Beyond Grade 3
0-not specified

16.1 IA171).1

-1/

OIma.

0.1.041

MI

IIB

16.2 IA a 0

(EXPirlickni. Camas uses Thnonorg eistoe 41)

16.3 1".d following are techniques and materials used fpr second language learning:

-none specified
- pattern drills

2- dialog memorization
3.,choral repetition

4-songs
5_procraed instruction
6-itories read to children

AUDIO VISUAL AIDES
filmstrips

-8-flannel or magnetic boards
9-realia, graphic displays

10-records, tapes
11-listening centers
12-multi-media approach

Experiential:
13-role playing
14-puppetry
15-experience charts
16-primary typewriter
17-learning through direct experience

with materials e.g. Montessori
18-activity centers-chosen by child
19-other (specify) 4.1"61

Learning outlide the classroom:
20-field trips

21- suggested TV programs
22-,,tht.r (specify)ONW$ AWL 1114,4043

TO V404 mow AO ACM10
clatw.

2 43
ao

(4)

aL
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16.4 The sources of Non-English materials and textbooks are: 16.4 1031031.
(mark all that apply)
grnot specified

04 -ere written by native speakers of that language
2- commercially prepared and published in countries where

N-E is the native language
ih-developed by the project's own bilingual staff S'AJEbL 0-1A-A.=-A-%ck\-s

r4:1

eveloped by the staff of another bilingual project (specify which)OTT(S/M apirooto)
-developed in conjenction with project parents
6-developed by or with members of N -ENT community

17- E-
(specify how this is determined)

)5
7 -are culturally appropriate for N-E culture See x-Roi,
8-are cross cultural

Acommercially prepared and published in the U.S.
10-are translations of U.S. texts

/11-are coordinated with materials used in the regular subject

curriculum
12-other (specify)

16.5 The specific bilingual/bicultural materials used in the language 16.5 a.

component are:
0-not specified
1 -xerox atti.ched -page and document C.,-41.60:47;44
Ze.0T17 SountwUr 1411untfed ma &AIL scierica omfeekcs.,* Ting / COW,- *us.

17.0 STUDENT GROUPING hismotto's Fat wriszoNsr.

17.1 Student grouping; mixed or separated into dominant language
groups: (mark all that apply)
0-not specified
Pupils of both linguistic groups are:
1- always mixed for all learning
2-mixed for language learning
3-mixed for some academic subject learning
4-mixed for non-academic learning; art, music, gym, health
5-separated for native and second language learning into
dominant language groups

6-separated for most academic subject learning into dominant
language groups

7-never nixed for language or other academic learning
8-other (specify)

17.2 Students are grouped for language instruction: 17.2 El

17.1 I 1.04

(mark all that apply) A-more than -72- the time 13 Less than the time

0-not specified
1-total class
2-small groups (specify size)
3-individual instruction

17.3 Criteria for grouping:
0-not specified

1-by age
2-by native language
3-by dominant language
4-by language proficiency

(ex. level of reading
n.a. not applicable

(no E.dom/NETIT)

18.0 TUTORING

I Non Eng
dom

..01/111MMIWM

Studeuts
II Eng dom

ENT

INIMINWMONIM.

M.MOMIWIMM

,IEng
NENT

don 17.3 0

end y 4ecie Mean'
i`estenss
alt cttts& elf% "Set
gro4r



j yeavea. tva lAALIAALV

(specify how this is determined)
8 -are cross cultural

.A -commercially prepared and published in the U.S.
10-are translations of U.S. texts

/11-are coordinated with materials used in the regular ..,abject
curriculum

12-other (specify)

16.5 The specific bilinguipbinultural materials used in the language 16.5 2.
component are:
0-not specified

1 -xerox attached -page and document C...0344,47,44
2.-OTT; Sew fratorrfoi Mo. Mt. Schfrus OmfogjA(.4**Tirtj / Dige4-1.41.3.

17.0 STUDENT GROUPING iNsrHusieort Fat 1d401144r.

jl.(L.

17.1 Student grouping; mixed or separated into dominant language 17.1, I fon
groups: (mark all that apply)
0-not specified
Pupils of both linguistic groups are:
1-always mixed for all learning
2-mixed for language learning

3 -mixed for some academic subject learning
4-mixed for non-academic learning; art, music, gym,
5-separated for native and second language learning
dominant language groups

6-separated for most academic subject learning into dominant
language groups

7-never mixed for language or other academic learning
8-other (specify)

health
into

17.2 Students are grouped for language instruction:
(mark all that apply) A-more than /- the time B Less than the time
0-not specified
1-total class
2 -small groups (specify size)

3-individual kastruction

17.2 B

17.3 Criteria for grouping:
0-not specified I Non Eng

dom

Students
II Eng dam

EKT
Ul&ig don 17.3

NaIT
1-by age
2-by native language

ma....

3 -by dominant language

4-by language proficiency
(ex. level of reading skill)

n.a. not applicable
awel..

- (no E.dom/NENT) 01.1 .111.NINIONMEMP

18.0 TUTORING

ant y 40 JO teittglet

INeSrmss 011061..
eth dam or Solder
Tromt

A8.1 Student Tutoring is: (mark all that apply) 18.1_ no
no-not mentioned
0-type is not specified

1-inter-e thnic(N-EMT student tutors EMT students)
2-intra-ethnic (N-EMT student tutors N-MIT)
3-done by older children (cross age)
4-done by peers (same age)
5-other (specify)

13.2 Paraprofessionals or aides give tutoring or instruction as follows:
0-area not specified 18.2, 4
1-inter-ethnic (N .4irr aide tutors LIT student)
2-in the acqusition of native language shills
3-in the acqusition of second language skills

4,4-in other academic subjects (.11144C4 .10"01,4 011, &TAM OP 04.0 411W04
tattelta rrotalaa. is 010.4o L. N641.4%. .



Pcl 156..
ACQUISITION, ADAPTATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OF MATERIALS

11217

Language - Spanish

A. A curriculum committee will meet periodically and identify and
review existing materials with language consultants.

B. SWEDL will provide presently revised materials with language
development drills built into subject matter lessons.

C. Selection of adaptable materials will be made by the curricu-
lum committee and project consultants. i.e., This year's
Kindergarten teachers revision of program for 1970-71.

D. Determination of needs for materials not yet in existence will
be made from the evaluation data collected and from recommend-
ations of consultants and project personnel.

E. Adaptable materials will be developed for use specifically in
the Stockton area and in the two existing bilingual schools.

F. New materials will be developed when the need arises and a
need is found through interpretive test data. Materials may
also be developed for individual children who may need extra
help in this area. Audio tapes supplementing the lessons for
slower learners are being developed.

;Language - English

'Identical Procedure

'Culture and Heritage

A. There will be a constant review and validation of existing
materials in this area since it is one of the strongest areas
of approval in the community. The director is on a state of
California text book evaluation and bibliography committee.
All available and recommended language development, and Bilin-
gual text books, materials and media are being examined and
bibliography lists kept up to date for use in these programs.

B. Revised materials in science, based on the Triple A Science, A
Process Approach, will be received from the Southwest Education
Development Laboratory in Austin, Texas.

C. Selection of adaptable materials will be done by a bilingual
school's curriculum committee consisting of one teacher, from
each grade level from each school; both school principals; the
project supervising teacher; the director; reading and math
specialists; and 5 parents, one representing each grade level
of the program.

66



18.3 Parent tutoring: (nark all that apply)
no-not mentioned
0-type not specified
1-inter-ethnic parent tutoring is used
2-intra-ethnic parent tutoring is used

page 16

18.3 Pl

Parents are tra:.ned to become tutors for their children:
3-in the home by a home - visiting teacher

4-in an adult education component
.7,-in school through observation and guidance of teacher
6-as parent volunteers who tutor during the school day
7.4naterials are provided for use in home by parents
8-other (specify)

19.0 CURRICULUM PATTERNb 19.00A AD

The stated curriculum
1 Except for inclusion of N-ENT instruction the curriculum is
otherwise typical or regular, for this state.
There are other modifications whithin the curriculum of the
bilingual program whion differ from traditional, 'vpical curri-
culum such as: (mark all that apply)

2-a non-graded classroom: pupils of different ages are
grouped together during part of the school day

)-flexible or modular scheduling
/4-small group instruction

5-individualized learning
6-open classroom
7-guided diScovery and inquiry

18-a curriculum which is both child and subject-centered
19-others (specify) THE OTT amt. 1.44*. MIE0.4.014W4111' AUCtre.**4
/(0 -if the program includes activities which complement

experiences children encounter in the home, community
and through mass media i.e. TV, describe below:

(id;) Mips

20.0 COGITTI7 .VMOPIMT

20.1 Cognitive development in early childhe'od grades is fostered through: i

9-method not mentioned 20.1 /AV
4I-structured envirionment rich with materials child can manipulate

order, compare, match for perceptual rotor development
2-non-verbal materials, such as Montessori 'materials frod which

children can learn sensory discrimination, matching, seriation,
counting, addition, subtraction

13-labeling and discussion of concepts related to time, space, distance,
position

/4-labeling and grouping actual objects to learn classification;
grouping objects with common attributes and labeling their
attributes (i.e. colors, sizes)

0,5-direct experience of processes of science through discovery, using
materials rather than text; active experimentation by child with teacher's
guidance rather than tt,acher de=onstration.

6-direct experience of math through discovery rather than instruction
7-other (specify or xerox) p. no. and document:

g_e. a 140,,e,h ect 1-3(0cl)ci-
063.( c+t



u-as parent volunteers outur uriLg e scnoo ay

7-materials are provided or use in home by parents
8-other (specify)

19.0 CURRICULUM PATTERNS 19.0100, io

The stated garlculum pattern of the bilingual project:
1-Except for inclusion of N-EMT instruction the curriculum is
otherwise typical or regular, for this state.
There are other modifications whithin the curriculum of the
bilingual program which differ from traditional, tlical curri-
culum such as: (mark all that apply)

2-a non-graded classroom: pupils of different ages are
grouped together during part of the school day
flexible or modular scheduling

44-small group instruction
5-individualized learning
6-open classroom
7-guided discovery and inquiry

18-a curricullm which is both child and subject-centered
/9-others (specify) 114 err 444106, 4 Arr46400iWeir ONNUJI004
40-if the program includes activities which complement

experiences children encounter in the home, community
and through mass media i.e. TV, describe below:

fiE44 1* P$

20.0 COGNITIVE DEVELOPIMIT

20.1 Cognitive development in early childhood grades is fostered through:
9-method not mentioned 20.1 ip5,60--

-structured envirionment rich with materials child can manipulate
order, compare, match for perceptual motor development

2-non-verbal materials, such as Montessori materials from which
children can learn sensory discrimination, matching, seriation,
counting, addition, subtraction

.13-labeling and discussion of concepts related-to time, space, distance,
position

14-labeling and grouping actual objects to learn classification;
grouping objects with common attributes and labeling their
attributes (i.e. colors, sizes)

0, 5-direct experience of processes of science through discovery, using
materials rather than text; active experimentation by child with teacher's
guick,nce rather than tc-acher d=on stration.

6-direct experience of math through discovery rather than instruction
7-other (specify or xerox) p. no. and document:

001 / i)i C:42 S C) 3Q al Gj'"'See oil-}0,,ch ext

20.2 Cognitive development in later grades (grade 4 and above)
0-method not mentioned
1- specify or xerox p. no. and document
n.a. -no grade 4 or later grades



21.0 SELF-ESTEZ

page 17

21.0 //NAY) 60 701

Stated methods ofprojec:t comp/lent egpected to increase self-esteem:

no-self-esteem not mentioned as an objective

0-self-esteem is an objective but methods not specified

Teacher encourages pupil to verbally express his feelings:

4,1-through role-playing

2-puppetry
we-language-experience approach: students dictate stories from

their own experience

'4-teacher accepts$
aclmowledges ideas and feelings

5-teacher encourages non-verbal expression of child's feelings

through painting, music, dancing

./6-teacher provides experiences in which the various ways that

children act are accepted by the teacher; their acttons are

discussed and the children are
encouraged not to make fun of

17"different" ways

-teacher provides experiences leading to competency and

success
8-teacher provides experiences where occasional failure is

acknowledged as part of everyone's experience; second

attempts are encouraged

9-other (specify) (xerox or s arise) document page #

4 e 1"." P.1.74k "C"."4/ leacatt) AM'S OP 'MY Acriverist)(C-mm

Teacher provides experiences in pupil self-direction and acceptance of

responsibility$ such as:
10-pupils act as tutors for other pupils

11 -pulls have some options in choice of curriculum

12-pupils choose activities from a variety of interest centers

13-older pulls participate in curriculum planning and/or

development
14-pupils write a bilingual newspaper for dissemination to the

community
15-other (specify)

22.0 LEARNING STRATEGIES
22. 1- 0-0410

1-The project mentions the following specific ]oarning strategies

as important for reaching a particular ethno-linguistic group:

(specify or xerox)
Document and Page no.

Example: Navajo children resist participation in an authoritarian,

traditional classroom. An open classroom where teacher partici-

pates rather than directs a?' activities and students or groups of

students initiate activites, move about freely or sit in a circle or

horseshoe rather than sit in rows$ has been found more effective.

0-none mentioned

She 0M'Ckcti e p roc\ kkcX-- I er c-ess 01) jec P

e . 5-1

23.0 BICULTURAL COMPONENT

23.1 This program is:,
23.1_ 314;4;

__A._



14-teacher accepts, acknowledges ideas and feelings

5-teacher encourages non-verbal expression of child's feelings

through painting, music, dancing
.16-teacher provides experiences in which the various ways that

children act are accepted by the teacher; their actions are

discussed and the children are encouraged not to make fun of

/
"different" ways

17-teacher provides experiences leading tc competency and

success
8-teacher provides experiences where occasional failure is

acknowledged as part of everyone's experience; second

attempts are encouraged
9-other (specify) (xerox or summarize) document page #

t L Ye-my p oleos lea eau motir op se my Acx wit (c-e.ti)
Teacher provides experiences in pupil self-direction and acceptance of

responsibility, such as:
10-pupils act as tutors for other pupils

11 -purls have some options in choice of curriculum

12-pupils choose activities from a variety of interest centers

13-older pulls participate in curriculum planning and/or

development
14-pupils write a bilingual newspaper for dissemination to the

community
15-other (specify)

22.0 LINING STI1ATEGIES
22.0, 1- P-,.¶410

1-The project mentions the following specific 3carming strategies

as important for reaching a particular ethno-linguistic group:

(specify or xerox) Document and Page no.

brample: Navajo children resist participation in an authoritarian,

traditional classroom. An open classroom where teacher partici-

pates rather than directs all activities and students or groups of

students initiate activites, move about freely or sit in a circle or

horseshoe rather than sit in rows, has been found more effective.

0-none mentioned

se.. eci procucV 1
ero ceSs 0,61e (1 4-1 F s

23.0 BICULTURAL COMPONENT

23.1 This program is: 23.1 _AAA
1-bilingual alone
'i-bilingual and bicultural

I'3- bilingual and multicultural
0-not specified as to which of the above
4-an ethnic studies program is included in the bilingual program

15-art, posters, realia, crafts of both cultures are exhibited in

, the classroom
4,6-language and cultural content are integrated

7-other (specify)



will communicate directly with the Southwest Education Devel-
opment Laboratory. An effort to contract for materials, con-.
sultants, and project evaluation should be completed before
the May 1st deadline of project re-submission for continuation
is made, and if not, the project will continue, as it has,
with only one consultant--Dr. Elizabeth Ott--from the SWEDL at
Austin, Texas. Other consultants will be employed in special
areas of language or project expertise on "spot" consultations
only.

2. Vertical expansion will be to two fourth grades and one Kinder-
garten at Washington Elementary and to five third grades and
six Kindergartens at Taylor Elementary.

3. An internal evaluator was hired to develop a sound project
evaluation design as specified in Title VII guidelines, and to
develop local testing instruments in the areas in which there
are none as yet. Specific duties are outlined on the program
management component.

I 4. Staff development will be attempted on a more in depth basis
with a mrle thu.i:cugh study of materials, more involvement of
the teacher in curriculum development, and more teaching prac-
tice afforded at the workshop per teacher- than there has been
in the past. In-service meetings will be more practical with
more attention given to individual teaching personnel problems,
especially in the area of language development discussion, and
use of their accomplishments and innovative creations. A copy
of the program objectives will be made available to each teach-
er and school principal.

5. A more strenuous effort must be made to involve all of the
target area community in planning, program participation and
in the establishment of program goals and objectives. Parents
will have access to instant feedback on their child's progress
in school, teaching methods being used and any other informa-
tion which they may desire. A stronger attemt for more radio,
television, and press coverage will be initiated.

During the first year the teaching personnel were encouraged to
try to relate the materials to the child's life, that is, to
make them as relevant as possible to the childrdn's environment
here in Stockton. This effort will be continued on a larger
and more specific scale next year. Teachers-will receive
instant feedback on any evalution of the students or program.

STUDENTS a t 0
The project students were the ones who seemed to benefit the
from the program. Their interest was shown by the way they

17%::;:)onded in class, their development of "language prestige" and
-L.nguage independence" which enables them to converse in both

1.
-n(:TUages not only in the Classroom under teacher guidance but

:;y themselves on the playgrounds as noted by their teachers and

10.



rib

:cleo taped recordings. We saw that all the student& educational
--,-ierces were enhanced by these program activities and that
:_cause of this they developed and maintained: (1) a sense of
cif worth, (2) mutually satisfying social relationships with all

group children through the media of common experiences and
ce7:Ion languages--English and Spanish, (3) a reinforcement of
cc.ncePtual knowledge in the subject matter areas of science,
;cc-al studies, self concept, and mathematics through study in
..oth languages, (4) an insight into the different cultural pat-
terns and folk ways of the various ethnic groups through the many
cu'tural activities provided by the school and parents, (5) an
.:nexpected effect of the video taping intended for teachers self-
-nalysis resulted in a tremendous self-concept buildup for
children who saw themselves on "television".

PARENTS

Parents for the most part were quite impressed by the program
and offered much of their time and effort gratis for program ac-
tivities such as field trips, ethnic food preparation, materials
raparation, and cultural activities--ninata making, dance cos-
tumes, story telling, etc. We found unexpectedly that the parents
for the most part did not demand or expect any pay for this help
;=. said that they really enjoyed doing it.and were glad to be of
service to the children and the program.

It was also found late in the year that a small group of
7a rents were somewhat dissatisfied with the schools' activities in
: :.::oral. However, after a thorough explanation of the special
F....7cf,rams including the bilingual program they were more understand-
inc: and even participated in developing objectives and suggested
::;:.13 which will be included in this forthcoming year's activities.
is was an excellent lesson for us for the future; that is, to

an effort to involve all parents in the school community--not
;'ash the ones who naturally gravitate toward' the schools.

TZACHERS

Teaching personnel reactions were somewhat varied as they are
any other educational program but some definite good has come

:rom it especially in the kindergarten program which will be modi-
_led by the seven kindergarten teachers in the program who rewrote

program to suit the needs of their students for next year.

The majority of the teachers, in the program for the first time,
:?.end it challenging and demanding of their time in preparing for

lessons in the early part of the year. As they gained in ex-
:.erience of the strategies they related that it was easier to teach
,:nd they were able to develop some unique creative ideas of their
twn,

The most unexpected reaction and help came from the twelve bi-
1:.ngual teaching aides who for the most part are parents of
c.lildren in the school and also live in the neighborhood. Their
enthusiasm and application to the tasks were most encouraging.
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23.2 Cross-cultural awareness: 23.2 4
If project mentions specific values or nodes of behavior of
N-EliT culture, please summarize below: (or attach xerox)
found in document page #
0-not mentioned

23.31 -if project mentions efforts to decrease ethnocentrism in
either or both groups, describe below: (or xerox-document page/#)

0-none mentioned

itSJWISPREAM Plait-Se PirlimuRiaspNAL Autwivrikwodos141

witty dE hmat w i IW A to Ciemovair. AfgAirtotel tg 15"

AOAD iQ JEeboflq .. $20C:04461014

23.4 In the bicultural compenent knowledge of the N-DiT culture 23.4 /131466
involves (mark all that apply)
07no bicultural component mentioned

C. -p.52 44 3
.,X-Humanistic aspects of culture: ideals and values, literature

(oral or written), achievement of particular people or politcal
movements

2- Historical-cultural heritage of the past--contributions to art
and science

.)Deept culture: family patterns and contemporary way of life.
-Ztemization of surface aspects of a country--geoiraphy, dates
of holidays etc.

5-A specific culture only e.g. one 'Indian tribe
6-Various cultures of same ethnic/linguistic group (i.e. Spanish-

spealdng peoples)
7-A tnira culture different from NfiT or ET
8-Other (specify)

23.5 American culture is defined: 23.5 Z.
0-not specified

1-narrowly: primarily ;Anglo-Saxon orientation
@broadly: ethnic pluralism of America-- multicultural

contributions of various ethnic groups discussed
3-other(indicate documthit and page number for xerox) or
elaborate in your own words )s 063e Ai e

see °-,-k-u-L1 1(

fL ;2. t fi e

24.0 COIIIIUNITY C0UP0N2IT

24.1 Bilingual libraries are provided for:
0-group not specified
-project children

2-adults of the project community

24.1_1



23.3 1-if project mentions efforts to decrease ethnocentrism in
either or both groups, describe below: (or xerox - document page/#)

0-none mentioned

itrUISPIEW1° OF $110441 1747164044MNAIL 4/44.4ortimmOssrl
wits. 4E stoma w ;114 0$ VaCio MM& Me Mitieey igt Iggr.

AMID AiJ febe t gi. 42csal011.

23.4 In the bicultural compenent knowledge of the N -E2IT culture 23.4 441/0
`involves (marh all that apply)
07no bicultural component mentioned e -p .52 +53

,..,r-Humanistic aspects of culture: ideals and values, literature
(oral or written), achievement of particular people or politcal
movements

2- Historical-cultural heritage of the past -- contributions to art
and science

..4-Teep' culture: family patterns and contemporary way of life.
-Itemization of surface aspects of a country--geoiraphy, dates
of holidays etc.

J5-1 specific culture only e.g. one Indian tribe
%/16-Various cultures of same ethnic/linguistic group (i.e. Spanish-

speaking peoples)

7-A third culture different from NEWT or ,'APT
8-Other (specify)

23'.5 American culture is defined: 23.5 2._
0-not specified

1-narrowly: primarily Anglo-Saxon orientation
Obroadly: ethnic pluralism of Americamulticultural
contributions of various ethnic groups discussed

3-other(indicate document and page number for xerox) or
elaborate in your own words

see_ S.t.t.361es Obp cAl e5

ae ( Y-2.$cxAck_drAe a 0-

24.0 GOIJIIUNITY COMPONMIT

24.1 Bilingual libraries are provided for:
0-group not specified
-project children

2-adults of the project community
3-teachers

no-bilingual library not mentioned

24.2 An ethnic studies library is provided for:
0-group not specified
1-project children
2-adults of the project community
3-teachers

no-ethnic studies library not mentioned

24.1 I

24.2 KO



24.3 Provision is made by the school for informing the parents 24.3-14W1 ff
and community about the program through:(Mark all that apply)

0-method not specified
no-no provision for informing community

di bilingual newsletter
40- monolingual newsletter
,03. aws sent to mass media.
4-if articles included with project, check 4 -

bilingual fliers sent home (i9uomm,sasomEarts etiOuripsrsb)
formal meetings
-informal meetings open to entire community

8-meetings conducted in both languages
/9-hone visits

10-other (specify)
11-project director personally involved in program

dissemination. specify how

24.4 Community involvement in the formulation of school policies
and programs is sought through: 24.43116.54.,

0-type not specified
no-not sought

1-existing community groups working with program
2-bilingual questionnaires

.4community -school staff committees
v4=community advisory groups (004~441.- TOktfiC ONDALC4

;II:informal meetings with community groups

formal meeting open to the entire community.

I.7-other (specify) (REtuiftki of eft atagfas bIft suficuro) ay
8-project director personally seeks involvement of community

in program. specify how

24.5 The school keeps informed about community interests, events and
problems through: Z4.5 42.467

Do-no mention of school seeking to be informed about community
.I1-meetings open to the entire community conducted in both

languages
-community representatives to the school

3-bilingual questionnaire sent to the home
4-home visits by school personnel
4.05-other (specify)7(e M2,40144 fari4OWAFTS Orot SPechm. cworsweAmi. 010,04444)
0-method not specified

24.6 The school is open to the community through: 24.611!4 ft
0-not mentioned
no-school is not open to community for community use
1-opening school facilities to the community at large for use
after school hours and on weekends

-providing adult education courses. .

-other (specify)14(C14WWW" 1,40144vehkt, ~war TASK 004011,1141/40&veriver
10 &CO Hs, 44.14167414,1 A i NU ,



.0.9r/crmai meetings
47-informal meetings open to entire community
8-meetings conducted in both languages

A-home visits
10-other (specify)
11-project director personally involved in program

dissemination. specify how

24.4 Community involvement in the formulation of school policies
and programs is sought through: 24.43IYASA

0-type net specified
no-not L1,.ght
1-existing community groups working with program

2-bilingual questionnaires
..;0ommunity-school staff committees
*X-community advisory groups (P/Witir 7116VIC pootar.)

formal meetins open to the entire community

.406-informal meetings with community groups
47-other (specify) OZCztAita of (010001014 biiTaiAk a 1 b ay PANQADM3)

8:-project director personally seeks involvement of community
in program. specify how

24.5 The school keeps informed about community interests, events and

problems through: Z4.5 tizig) 7
90-no mention of school seeking to be informed about community

el-meetings open to the entire community conducted in both

languages
.0'2-community representatives to the school

3-bilingual questionnaire sent to the home
4-home visits by school personnel
.05-other ( specify )7 fr SPec 44. c4401441ft Alevatikr)
0-method not specified

24.6 The school is open to the community through: 24.6..20.1LIt

0-not mentioned
no-school is not open to community for community use
1-opening school facilities to the community at large for use

after school hours and on weekends
-providing adult education courses. .

-other (specify)4(CLAISSAINNK Varin4411act Aims/Jr mix PoceettoNe.verifor
io .ce4t Hi. .WrIt/fried $ A ibis,

25.0 IMPACT EVALUATION

25.1 Project mentions description or dissemination of the bilingual

prjagram through:
11-newspaper articles

-radio programs
3-TV programs

/4-video-tapes
)5-films

16-visitors to observe the program
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25.2 Project's impact:
25.2

Project mer.i.ons that other classes in the school, but

not in the rogram have piched up methods or material from

the bilingual program
47,4Project mentions other schools in the local educational system

have started bilingual programs
()Project mentions that a University has instituted teacher

training courses in bilingual education to meet staff devel-

opment needs

qrsa- *u mal"Tiom.
26.0 ROLE OF EVALUAT0a

26.1 Evaluator has field tested, on a group of children who are of

the same language, culture and grade levels as the children in

the bilingual program:
k-not mentioned

published measures
2-staff developed measures
3-staff translations of published measures

4-staff adaptations of published measures

26.2 Evaluator has personally observed students in the program:

0-not mentioned
no-never
1-once or twice during the year

(23 -more than twice

`5 regularly

4-other (specify)

26.3 Evaluator has met with teachers:

0-not mentioned
no-never

rtorethan twice

nce or twice during year

3-regularly
4-other (specify)

27.0 EVALUATION PROCEDURE

27.1 0 -riot specified

1-A comparison group has been chosen

A comparison group will be chosen

27.2 0-not specified (mar'.: all that apply)

lyre-tests have been given to project group or sample

" will be
11

Post -tests have been given to project group or sample

will be
-Pre-tests have been given to comparison group

" will be
7-Post-tests have been given to comparison group

will be
11

e).

26.1

26.2__ ___a'

26.3____ -1

27.1 2

27.2 2.441Cit.

See. e.vaiLka-k-or\ de scrAD ed aAcks-he se

From Cor14-.4%1 kozi4on 1970 7 I
1 isAin5 Pcoctu,c_i and Process Ocoie_c:vive. For k grade 14-



KINDERGARTEN INSTRUCTIONAL MODIFICATION
FOR THE YEAR 1970-71

Noting that school populations differ widely and acceptable
performance should correspond with student abilities, the seven
Kindergarten teachers decided to revise the instructional program
slightly to make it more relevant to the local situation. Work-
ing on their own time without pay they have written some guide-
lines for_classroom teaching strategies and behavioral objectives
which will help them to establish the levels of achievement of

___

each student and those which may need remedial instruction to
establish the prerequisite learning. They will attempt to first
establish a positive relationship with the child and then to
expand and interrelate his world with the world around him.

Feeling that the present program was too structured and not
as relevant to this area and this age student as it could be, the
teachers wanted a program that is more flexible and geared more
to the unique needs of these bilingual schools in Stockton. Fol-
lowing are some of the modifications:

1. To select only those portions of the current year's program
that proved beneficial; i.e., eliminating of chapter six in
the self concept unit, are more relevant and have the best
chance of providing success for the child, i.e., reserving
chapter on addresses to last on self concept unit. Behavioral
objectives for the various areas will appear on separate com-
ponent sheets.

2. Teach pre.scribed units in the general subject areas and within
those subject limits create and develop units of study drawing
from the teacher's own teaching experience or the district
prescribed curriculum, for example, the teaching of colors or
shapes in a small group or individualized way and by the use
of common objects other than two-dimensional shapes. Shapes
are also taught in the Title I Kindergatten math program so
teachers feel that children's toys, the "child's world",_be
brought in here for less boredom and yet achievement of same
objectives.

3. To spend more of the time leading up towards an experience-
based curriculum. Field trips, local industries, and cultural
realia will be shown first and talked about afterwards. After
a visit to a tortilla factory or chinese noodle factory words
had a base for reality. Oral language experiences will not be
diminished but will be presented concurrently throughout the
day and not necessarily in a formal grouping of all the class.
The formal language. practice grouping may be limited to once
or twice a day only and a few minor changes in the vocabulary
of the language patterns will be made.

Co (1-N7vn1/4.x.cL-1s
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Kdg. Instruc... (continued)

4. That the child knows where he is, where he is going, and where
he hds boon. his learning should be done in all lcgical
steps from the very easy to the more complicated. Review of
previously taught materials should be frequent. Because the
steps will be small and easy to learn, he will receive positive
reinforcement heLaLse of his successes and his self-concept
will grow from a continuous progression rather than a contin-
uous failure. Teachers will make written comments at the end
of each lesson as to its success, possible improvements, or
changes needed.

5. Units should start with the present as a starling point- -

studies of the neighborhood, etc.

6. From a completely academic curriculum (knowing) to one of more
social participation (doing). The developing of a class,
library, etc., focussing on classroom needs to enhance their
positive self concept for participation in a democratic society.

7. Emphasis on reality in self-concept--teacher helping the child
to understand how his behavior and experience are culturally
induced rather than biologically determined. Teaching ideas
germane to the learner's experience.

8. Specifically, the Kindergarten teachers will teach, in addition
to the Ott program in Science, life cycles of insects, i.e.,
cocoons, hyberiliting of animals, food gathering, winter pre-
parations of both animals and man in the fall and plants and
weather in the spring. Behavioral objectives will be written
for these additional activities during the summer.

9. Testing and self-analysis schedule will be made consistent and
known to the teachers for the whole year. Kindergarten testing
will not be given to more than 5 to 6 students cAZ. a time, .

(Only the approach will change here) for better test administra-
tion. The teacher will provide many experiences for the
children in the using of their full senses in this unit with
the use of much oral language practice for reinforcement.

10. Books for parents to take ho'e and read to the children will
be made available.

16



PRODUCT

A. COMPONENT NAME Science B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE English

C. GRADE LEVEL Kdg. D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

.23

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Much oral language skill using
the content of °science to develop readiness skills concomitantly
with skills development in language. The program will allow the
students to observe, recognize, describe, and organize familiar
things.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Presented with theiwo-diMenSional shapes, a circle, triangle;
square, rectangle, and ellipse, the student will be able to
name them correctly as listed on a checksheet.

2. Given objects of 10 different colors, the student will be able
to say the names of colors correctly 8 out of the 10 as
recorded on a checklist.

3. Given many concrete, tangible items such as: turtles, wheels,
blocks, marbles, etc., the student will show the similarities
between these objects and the two-dimensional shapes as listed
on a checklist.

4. After lessons on size with some of their own toys or fruits,
the students will be able to group items of like sizes into
their proper categories with 60% accuracy as seen on a check-
list.

5. Given 4 jumbled groups of pictures of shapes the student will
be able to discriminate their size and place them in the same
size groups and be able to say: "These are the same and these
are different," 3 out of 4 times as recorded on a checklist.

6. Given many items of different colors, textures, or sizes, 'the
student will be able to divide them according to one character-
istic into different groups as determined by the student, how-
ever, he will be consistent in whatever basis; i.e., color he
uses as checked by the teacher.

7. After lessons on the components of shapes, the student will be
able to form the called for shape by arranging the proper
components in order with 60% accuracy as recorded on a check .
list.

8. After discussions with the children about how we can make
different things with shapes like houses, a c., the student
will, when given several shapes, construct an animal or house
from these shapes on the feltboard with noticeable accuracy as
checked on a checklist.

9. Given paint and brush, the student will be able to paint scenes
containing shapes, i.e., balls, wheels, etc., on a large news-
print showing his grasp of the concept of the relationships of
shapes to environment as recorded on a checksheet.

17



PROCESS

A. COMPONENT NAME Science B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE English

C. GRADE LEVEL Kdg.

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: The utilization of much oral language skill

teaching by the teachers and program materials using the content
. of science to develop readiness skills concomitantly with skills
. - development in language. The program will allow the students to

_ _

observe, recognize, describe, and organize familiar things.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Given the Ott materials ind training, the teacher will instruct

the children in a total group situation_ twice during the three

hours that they are at school and instruct them in individual

or small groups during the rest of the time.

2. Confronted with local language variations or situations, the

teachers in the Kindergarten program at the bilingual schools

will, after consultation with their total group, make some vocab-

ulary adjustments in their lessons, however, not in so doing

delete the concept or the language drill.

3. Teaching science will include spontaneous science activities

possibly initiated by the children's natural curiosity and
from media stimuli or the teachers own ways of teaching to
arrive at the same behavioral goals.

4. The teachers program will contain many ideas and aids to pro-

vide many opportunities for the children to observ_,, recognize,

describe, and organize familiar thilgs.

5. Audio tapes developed by program peisonntl will be used for

students who may need extra or remedial hc2,-, in oral language

exercises.

Behavioral Objectives in the Affective Domain of Science

1. During ocience period lessons, the student will ask questioni

and often add his own personal comment. Teacher may note the

number of times on a student's personal record.

2. After lessons on live animals, fish, shells, or items that he

has brought from home, the student will offer during his spare

time to clean or feed the animals in the cages or aquarium, etc.

Teacher may note the number of such offers or activities on the

student's personal record.

3. When provided with a choice of extracurricular choices, the
student will spend most of his time playing with the ss-ience

models, equipment, etc.

4. During repetition of modeling of concepts in science, the
student will respord with enthusiasm and will seem satisfied
when he answers correctly.



E. PROGBAn OBJECTIVES: The utilization of mucl. Gr,1

teaching by the teachers and program materials using the content

of science to develop readiness skills concomitantly with skills

development in language. The program will allow the students to

observe, recognize, describe, and organize familiar things.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Given the Ott materials and training, the teacher will instruct

the children in a total group situation_ twice during the three

hours that they are at school and instruct them in individual

or small groups during the rest of the time.

2. Confronted with local language variations or situations, the

teachers in the Kindergarten program at the bilingual schools

will, after consultation with their total group, make some vocab-

ulary adjustments in their lessons, however, not in so doing

delete the concept or the language drill.

3. Teaching science will include spontaneous science activities

possibly initiated by the children's natural curiosity and

from media stimuli or the teachers own ways of teaching to

arrive at the same behavioral goals.

4. The teachers program will contain many ideas and aids to pro-

vide many opportunities for the children to observe, recognize,

describe, and organize familiar things.

5. Audio tapes developed by program personnel will be used for

students who may need extra or remedial help in oral language

exercises.

Behavioral Objectives in the Affective Domain of Science

1. During science period lessons, the student will ask questionS_:

and often add his own personal comment. Teacher may note the

number of times on a student's personal record.

2. After lessons on live animals, fish, shells, or items that he

has brought from home, the student will offer during his spare

time to clean or feed the animals in the cages or aquarium, etc.

Teacher may note the number of such offers or activities on the

student's personal record.

3. When provided with a choice of extracurricular choices, the

student will spend mo!;t of his time playing with the science

models, equipment, etc

4. During repetition of modeling of concepts in science, the
student will respond with enthusiasm and will seeM satisfied
when he answers correctly.

5. During open houses or parent visitations of classroom activi-
ties, the student will explain to his parents what some of the
items are, etc. in either Spanish or English.

PRODUCT
. .

A. COMPONENT NAME Science B..DOMINANT LANGUAGE Spanish

C. GRADE LEVEL Kdg. D. NQ. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Same as English.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: Same procedures as in English except it is
taught by Spanish-speaking aides in 70% of the classrooms.



PRODUCT
A. COMPONENT NAME Reading Readiness-B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE Spanish

C. GRADE LEVEL Kdg. 'D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 200

;5"

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: As previously stated the District, Title I,
and Title VII projects will cooperate and coordinate their reading
programs. Starting on May 11th, program objectives and behavioral
objective's will be rewritten by all three programs after more of
the evaluations are'in, therefore, the English reading component
will not be included in this component. The Spanish reading
readiness and reading program follows.

PROGRAM 0-"TECTIVES Spanish: At the Kindergarten level, the object-
ives will ,:enter on reading readiness more than any specific read-
ing program. Many activities will be provided to establish a
functional language background such as rhymes, songs, skits, and
games which provide much oral language practice. Concrete experien-
ces will be transcribed on experience charts and children will
notice the utilization of symbols to represent sound.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a group of objects, the child can identify the one that
is likt another in the group.

2. Given a group of objects, the child can identify the one that
is different from the others in the group;

3. Given an initial consonant sound, the child can identify from
a group of objects the object whose name begins with that sound.

4. Given the name of a letter, the child can identify from a group
of symbols the symbol for that letter.

5. Given the name of a letter, the child can identify from a group
of objects the object whose name begins with that letter.

6. Given specific attribute, position, size, quantity, shape, the
child can identify from a group of objects the one that has that
attribute.

7. Given the name of a general class of objects, the child can
identify from a group of objects, the one that belongs to the
class named(nouns).

4

8. Given a singular or plural noun, the chi_Ld can identify from a
group of pictures the one that represents the number and gender
of the pronoun used (pronouns).

9. Given an action verb, the child can identify from a group of
pictures the one that represents the action described by the
verb (verbs).

21



10. Given an adjective, the child can identify from a group of
pictures the one that represents the characteristic or quality
described by the adjective. (adjective)

11. Given a singular or plural noun, the child can identify from
a group of pictures the one that represents the number of the
noun used. (plural)

12. Given a preposition, the child can identify from a group of
pictures the one that represents the relationship described
by the prepostion used. (preposition)

13. Given verbal directions, the child can put his name on paper
using a writing instrument and having no visual guide.

14. Shown geometric shapes the child will be able to reproduce
them on paper using a writing instrument.

22.



PROC ES S

A. COMPON NAME Reading Readiness B. DOMINANT LANGUAG E Spanish

C. GRADE LEVEL Kdg. D. NO. OF COMPONENTS 200

. .

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: At the kindergarten level, the objectives
will center on reading readiness more than any specific reading

program. Many activities will be provided to establish a function-
al language background such as rhymes, songs, skits, and games
which provide much oral language practice. Concrete experiences
will be transcribed on experience charts and children will notice
the utilization of symbols to represent sound.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJ ECTIV E 'S :

1. The teacher will use prescribed textbooks or materials designed
by district reading specialists both for readiness and reading

activities.

2. The teacher or aide will use the Ott system of group and indi-
vidual child involvement in their drill management procedures
for language development.

3. Teachers will develop or use specialist prescribed'methods for
attaining these objectives whenever feasible.

23.



PRODUCT

A. COMPONENT NAME Soc. Studies B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE English

atg

C. GRADE LEVEL Kdg. D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Through this first unit in the Social Studies,
the objectives are:(1)_ to develop a sense of personal identity, (2)

to acquire experiences in a social context, and (3) to develop
cognitive patterns--all important to successful academic learning.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

Identity

1. After lessons on looking at himself in a full length mirror and
responding to models about himself, the student will be able to
state his name clearly when asked, "Who are you?" and will also
know the name of one of his classmates when asked, "Who is he?"

2. After lessons, developing a sense differentiation between sexes
the student will be able to say, when asked, "Are you a boy?"
"Yes, I am," or "No, I am not," or when asked, "Is she a girl?"
He will answer, "Yes, she is," or "No, she's not."

3. After lessons on family members, the student will be able to
name all the members in his immediate family and draw a repre-
sentative picture of them.

4. After lessons on the school, room number, and classmates names,
the student will be able to name all three correctly when asked
by the teacher and draw a picture of the school.

5. After lessons on the home, the neighborhood in relation to the
school, the student will be able to name the number, street,
city, and state of his home. Minimum acceptable success will
be naming 3 out of 4 of these items.

6. Given a set of crayolas representing only these colors of the
physical characteristics and clothing of the children,on that
day, and given a black paper doll to color, he will color in
the doll with 60% accuracy as to color of his hair, clothing,
etc.

Activities in School

1. After several lessons on, What we do at school, the student
will be able to name ten verbs of school activities, i.e., talk,
draw, color, play, sing, count, march, salute the flag, cut
paper.

2. After lessons on what individual children like to do of the
above, the student individually or in a small group with
similar likes, will be able to act out his preferred activities.
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Sounds

1. After lessons on sounds in the classroom such as feet marching,
hands clapping, music playing, singing, etc., the student will
be able to close his eyes or look away and then identify the
sound which the teacher makes.

2. Given pictures of farm animals or pets, the student will be
able to name sounds that they make, i.e., bark, quack, etc.

3. Presented with sounds made by the teacher or a tape of human
sounds, such as craying, singing, etc., the student will be
able to name the sound which he is hearing.

4. After lessons on animal sounds from a tape recorder, the student
will be able to identify the actual sound by naming the animal
that actually makes the sound.

5. After hearing a tape on sounds in nature, the student will.be
able to identify sounds like the sound of rain, a river, the
surf, thundering, etc. They will be able to interpret the
message from certain sounds in nature, thunder - rain, etc.

6. Shown a chart showing pictures of children reading books, paint-
ing pictures, the student will be able to say which of the five
senses are being used in each picture, figure reading book is

using eyes, etc.

7. Presented with a table which contains something fragrant, spicy,
pungent, and odorless, the student will be able to say, "I smell
something fragrant like perfume," for all three odors.

8. Having tasted several items of food, some of which are salty,
sour, or sweet, the student will be able to say, "This potato
chip is salty," etc.

25.



p

A. COMPONENT NAME Soc. Studies B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE English

C. GRADE LEVEL Kdg.

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. The teacher will use the program ideas' booklet developed in
the project for developing interest in some self-concept acti-

vities.

2. Color photographs of each child will be taken by the teacher
and prominently displayed for enjoyment by the children.

3. The student will have his voice taped by the teacher while talk-
ing, singing, or saying rhymes and will be allowed to hear it

often during his spare time.

4. In the self-concept strategies, the teacher will start the
management drill with the individual student as different from

the other subject matter areas drill which start with the total

group. After individual drill she will move to the total group,

etc., for responses, and then back to,the individual. This

drill strategy will be recorded on video tape for teacher self-

analysis.

5. An incentive or readiness lesson will be given before some

lessons when necessary.

6. The following areas will be taught from the Ott Self-Concept

Unit:

I. Level I The Child And His World

1. Identity
2. Family
3. School
4. Home
5. Physical Characteristics

II. Level II - The Senses

5. Sounds in Nature1. Sounds- Classroom
2. Sounds - Physical 6. Eyes - Sight
3. Sounds Vocal 7. Touch
4. Sounds Animal 8. Smell

9. Odor and Taste

PRODUCT

A. COMPONENT NAME Soc. Studies

C. GRADE LEVEL Kdg. D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Same as in English

B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE Spanish

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: Procedures are identical as in English.
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EVALUATION

Kindergarten

1. pohaviorsro be measured

The behaviors to be measured are presented in the sections on

performance objectives. Additional behaviors will be considered

as developed by staff during project operation.

2. Instruments

The main measuring instrument will be a behavior checklist con-

taining all of the behavioral objectives. This will be so

constructed that data can be collected on mark sense cards.

Development

Development is straight forward. The internal evaluator and

project director will make up the checklist.

Baseline data

The checklist will be completed by teachers at the beginning of

the school year for each child. The internal evaluator will

check for validity and reliability of administration.

3. Data Collection Procedures

Data will be collected un mark sense cards as indicating the

meeting of behavioral objectives in the teacher's judgment.

Random selection of students will be made by the internal evaluator

for rating during the year. This will be done for the purpose of

providing feedback to teachers on the dffectiveness of their methods.

4. Data Analysis techniques

The entire sample will be post tested at the end of Lhe year. The

difference between the number of behavioral objectives met at the

beginning of the year and the number met at the end of the year will

be'used as the data for a dependent t test.

5. Re.)ortinc- nroce..!Lre7:s

After each random sample of students is tested, the results will

be returned to the teachers in a manner which will indicate the

growth of the students. The final results will be retorted in the

final evaluation report as perscribed in the guidelines.



PRODUCT

A. CW.?0,,,I;NT NAME Science B. DUyiINANT LA-0,CUACE English

C. GRADE LEVEL 1st D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: The utilization of oral language development
using the content of science, selected and organized to provide
inductive approaches of the development of cognitive skills con-
comitantly with systematic skills development in language. Five
scientific processes are presented in the 1st grade; they are:
observing, using space/time, using numbers, measuring, classify-
ing, and communicating.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

I. Two-dimensional shapes

1. Presented with a set of 8 two-dimensional shapes used in the
AAA Science A Process Approach materials, the student will be
able to name correctly 6 out of 8 of each shape as to color,
size, and shape.

2. Given a set of 20 shapes of different sizes the student will
be able to separate them into their proper sized group; that
is, the small ones will be placed in their group and the others
in their own sized groups. Minimum success will be the correct
classification of at least 3 out of 5 possible groups.

3. Given some common objects, i.e., a cup, glass, box, book, clock(
bowl, toys which contain one of the five shapes: circle, 'square,
triangle, ellipse, and rectangle, the student will be able to
identify the two-dimensional shape where it appears on the
object by circling it with his finger, thereby, applying the
concept of shape to every day objects.

4. Given a chart with 20 two-dimensional shapes cut out of it/the
student will be able to demonstrate his knowledge of spatial
relationships by pointing correctly to 75% of the blank spaces
in relationship to the shape when called out by the teacher.

5. Given some verbal commands such as the following: What size
is this yellow circle? He will be able to differentiate color
from size by saying, "It's large" or "small", etc., to 75% of
the questions as asked by his teacher.

6. After lessons on the components of shapes, i.e., straight lines,
curved lines, number of sides, etc., the student will be able to
demonstrate the drawing of any 4 out of 5 named shapes with a
ruler or compass by the construction of said shapes by component.

30
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II. Three-Dimensional Shapes

1. Presented with models of the following three-dimensional forms:
cube, rectangular prism, two prisms one with a triangular base
and one with a square base (pyramids), a sphere, cone, and an
ellipsoid, the student will be able to name each one correctly.

2. When given a set of these three-dimensional forms the student
will be able to draw at least two common objects which have the

..shape of these forms and label them. Minimum success: will be
measured by at least one item completed for each form.

3. After a lesson on the common uses of these forms, the learner
will be able to demonstrate their use by bringing or pointing
out those forms present in the classroom and asking the rest
of the class questions concerning the shape and its use. The

teacher will accept as a minimum standard of performance the
student's application of this knowledge as shown by his mention-
ing at least 75% of the previously studied items as being .prac-

tical uses for these shapes.

4. Given two sets of shapes (a set of two-dimensional and a set of
three - dimensional) the student will be able to .relate the two-
-dimensional shiPe to the.three-dimensiOnal'ihape by placing_ii
on the three-dimensional Ohd-in its prOper place (:)r 6 out OJEI

shaPes.-
5. Presented with a set of pictures of one-, two-, and three-dimen-

sional shapes the student will be able to state which ones have
length, width, and thickness responding correctly to 6 out of 8

of the time in a game of 8 questions called. i.e., "I'm think-
ing of something which: is three dimensional and has six square

surfaces", etc.

6. After several lessons on lines, segments, points, line segments,
and angles, the student will be able to draw the location of his
home in th2. neighborhood with 90% accuracy and point out the
various lines, segments, and angles around it.

III. Change

1. Presented with five pictures of solids and five pictures of
liquids, i.e., milk, salt, mercury, sand, etc., the student
will be able to name them and put 9 of them in their proper
category as listed on a checksheet based on behavioral object-

ives.

2. When given an ice cube or cube of butter to observe, the student
will demonstrate his comprehension of the changes that occur

when a solid turns into a liquid by being able to explain the

changes, as he sees them, that have occurred in the properties
of the solid and by suggesting a procedure for preventing the
melting of ice or butter.
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34
3. After a lesson on color changes by the mixing of various food

colors, the student will be able, given three crayolas ccn-
taining threc primary colors, to mix 5 of out of six secondary-
colors.

4. Given a play automobile the student will be able to graphically
demonstrate his knowledge of movement as being a type of change
by driving the toy to various locations on a teacher made map
depicting up, down, right, left, directions.

5. After hearing a number of varied sounds on individual chromatic
resonator bells the child will be able to compare the various
tones and identify the sounds as changing from louder to softer,
higher to lower, and be able to mark them with 95% accuracy on a
sound chart.

6. Given a set of various textured items the student will be able
to analyze the difference in their textures and match 75% of
them with those which have similar textures. For example, the
velvet ctoth will be placed near the lamb's wool, and so on.

IV. Sets and Their Members

1. Presented with a pair of equivalent sets containing the same
number of objects, the student will be able to pair each object
from the first set with a corresponding set from the other set.

2. Given a sheet with four columns of squares and circles numbered
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc., the student will be able to match them
in one to one correspondence by drawing them together and num-
bering them with the same number.

3. Provided a varied collection of shapes of different sizes,
shapes, and colors the student will construct different sets
and identify the properties of the members in each set as his
reason for classifying them as a set and be able to do this
with 75% accuracy on a teacher's checklist. i.e.,"All the mem-
bers of this set are large."

4. Given four sets of 12 identical drinking straws, the straws of
each set at least 5 mm. different in length from those in the
other sets, the student will be able to match the straws of the
same size of his pre-selected straw by measuring with a tool of
hisown choosing, finger, ruler, etc., and match at least 10
out of 12 correctly.

5. After a lesson on weight of objects, the student will be able
to classify a series of objects as to heavy, heavier than, light
and lighter than and write down their correct weights after
weighing them.
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PROCESS

A. COMPONENT NAME Science B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE English

C. GRADE LEVEL 1st

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: The utilization of oral language development
using the content of science, selected and organized to provide
inductive approaches of the development of cognitive skills con-
comitantly with systematic skills development in language. Five
scientific processes are presented in the 1st grade; they are:
observing, using space/time, using numbers, measuring, classify-
ing, and communicating.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

The process objectives of the program will be accomplished
through the use of the Ott teaching strategies in an oral language
development program consisting of many direct conceptual experi-
ences especially in the "culture fair" area of the Triple A
Science, A Process Approach materials as follows:

1. During the part of the day devoted to the English language and
culture the teacher will speak only standard English and will
not mix the two languages nor will she teach the same lesson
in English immediately following the Spanish lesson. Teacher
behavior will be assessed by the bilingual supervisor and
director observing and listening to classroom activities dur-
ing daily visits and also through. planned video tape recordings
and by a subcommittee of the community advisory council which
will make monthly visits to the classes.

2. The classes will be made to look bilingual by the use of some
bulletin boards in Spanish and some in English while cultural
artifacts from various cultures will also be displayed.

Cultural films, film strips, and slides will also be shown B1.5._.
supplemental and reinforcing materials. Photographs of
childien in each particular room will be prominently displayer
as part of a self-concept building unit.

3. The teacher will use the Ott developMent science texts through
the strategy of using hand signals, oral 1,:Aguage exercises,
conceptual development in science. and the Dr. Lowery Book of
Science Activities. The teacher teach in the following
areas of 1st grade science:

I. Two-Dimensional Shapes:

I. Recognizing and Using Shapes - circle, square, and triangle
2. Recognizing and Using Shapes - rectangle, and ellipse
3. Discrimination Among Shapes
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Two-Dimensioral Shapes (continued)

4. Shapes Into Groups
5. Generalizing the Concept of Shape
6. Discriminating Among Shapes by Size
7. Generalizing the Concept of Size
8. Introduction of Spatial Relationships
9. Differentiating Color from Shape

10. Applying the Concept of Shape to Objects
11. Components of Shapes
12. Components of Shapes - Unique Properties
13. 'Introduction of Analogical Relationships Among Shapes

II. Three-Dimensional Shapes

3(o

1. Identifying and Naming Three-Dimensional Shapes - cube,
pyramid, and rectangular prism.

2. Identifying and Naming Three-Dimensional Shapes - sphere
cone, cylinder, and ellipsoid

3. Differentiating Between Two- and Three-Dimensional Shapes
4. Applying the Concepts of Length, Width, and Thickness
5. Segments
6. Identifying Two-Dimensional Within Three-Dimensional Shapes
7. Defining One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional Shapes
8. Unique Properties of One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional Shapes
9. One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensionia Components in Shapes

10. Analogical Relationships Between Two- and Three-Dimensional
Shapes

III. Change

1. Identification of Solids and Liquids
2. Solid to Liquid
3. Color
4. Movement
5. Perception of Sound
6. Texture
7. Texture - Experiential Background
8. Texture - Comparative Relationships
9. Texture - Likenesses and Differences

10. Texture Classification

IV. Sets and Their Members

1. Using Numbers
2. Learning and Applying the Term "Set"
3. Classifying Objects Into Sets
4. Measurement
5. Describing and Comparing Members of Sets
6. Developing Definitions for the Concept of Sets
7. Classifying Into Sets
8. Use of Brackets
9. Classifying Quantitatively

10. Numbers
PRODUCT

. COMPONENT NAME Science B. nomrmAmm
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10. Applying the. Concept of Shape to Objects
11. Components of Shapes
12. Components of Shapes - Unique Properties
13. Introduction of Analogical Relationships Among Shapes

:r. Three-Dimensional Shapes

1. Identifying and Naming Three-Dimensional Shapes - cu!e,
pyramid, and rectangular prism.

2. Identifying and Naming Three-Dimensional Shapes - sphere
cone, cylinder, and ellipsoid

3. Differentiating Between Two- and Three-Dimensional Shapes
4. Applying the Concepts of Length, Width, and Thickness
5. Segments
6. Identifying Two-Dimensional Within Three-Dimensional Shapes
7. Defining One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensimal Shapes
8. Unique Properties of One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional Shapes
9. One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional Components in Shapes

10. Analogical Relationships Between Two- and Three-Dimensional
Shapes

III. Change

1.' Identification of Solids and Liquids
2. Solid to Liquid
3. Color
4. Movement
5. Perception of Sound
6. Texture
7. Texture Experiential Background
8. Texture - Comparative Relationships
9. Texture - L;.-Bnesses and Differences

10. Texture - Classification

IV. Sets and Their Members

1. Using Numbers
2. Learning and Applying the Term "Set"
3. Classifying Objects Into Sets
4. Measurement
5. Describing and Comparing. Members of Sets
6. Developing Definitions for the Concept of Sets
7. Classifying Illto Sets
8. Use of Brackets
9. Classifying Quantitatively

10. limbers
PRODUCT

A. COMPONENT NAME Science B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE Spanish
-- C. GRADE LEVEL 1st D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

L. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
Identical to English

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: r.

Procedures, behavioral objectives and evaluation will be identicalt," the ones in English with the exception that they will be per-:formed in Spanish.



PRODUCT

A. COMPONENT NAME Soc. Studies B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE English

C. GRADE LEVEL 1st D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

37

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: This social studies unit will provide effective
learning built on conceptual development, provide the child with
appropriate experiences with concrete models, realia, graphic illus-
trations; and the like, in the context of social interaction. Lan-
guage learned will be appropriate to the maturation level of the
child and that which is immediately useful to him in understanding
others, expressing his own ideas, making thoughtful inquiries, and
clarifying uncertainties. Topics covered will be: The Home, School,
and Community.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:i

1. When asked about his immediate family, the student will be able
to name all the family members. Minimum acceptable success will
be shown by a checklist and each student should score at least
at a 60% level.

2. While on a walk around the neighborhood, the student will be
able to name at least 20 out of 30 items of the physical sur-
roundings pointed out by his teacher and marked on a checklist.

3. After lessons on Other peoples, the student will be able to cite
3 out of 4 differences and likenesses from pictures provided him
by the teacher and marked.on-a-checklist.

4. After a lesson on several of Stockton's leading industries, and
after seeing workers picturls, the student will be able to make
a tentative choice as to what he would like to be when he gkows
up and minimal success will be achieved when he give at least
two reasons for his choice, i.e., nice uniform, pay, etc.

5. Given a lesson on his dog and the law, the student will be able
to name 2 out of 3 rules that apply to his dog as related to
the law.

6. Shown some historic pictues of old Stockton, and after a simple
history discussion on Stockton, the student will be able to
bring some baby clothes that he wore and tell how he has changed.
Minimal success will be recorded on a checklist if he names at
least 3 changes out of 5 mentioned in a previous lesson by the
teacher.

7. After a lesson on aesthetics, the student will be able to paint
something representative of either art, musc, dance, or any
other human expression of his interest with at least 10% reality
as judged by his teacher.
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PROCESS

A. COMPONENT NAME Soc. Studies B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE English

3g

C. GRADE LEVEL 1st D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: This social studies unit will provide effect-
ive learning, built on conceptual development, and is inductively
approached and spirally presented, beginning with first order and
proceeding therefrom; the limitations of the progression are deter-
mined only by the physical, emotional, and itellectual maturity of
the child at any given time in his life span. The 35 topics of
study included in this 1st grade Language Development Program will
be taught as a conceptual base from which future learning can grow,

thus the program will provide for growth in meaning and in the

symbols expressing these.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Language practice will be given through the teaching in the
Ott stategies from the following problems: (1) How do we live?
(2) Where do we live? (3) What are we like? (4) How do we make

a living? (5) How are we governed? (6) What have we done? (How

do we express ourselves?)

2. A short one or two day review of the self concept unit should
be given at the first of the year. Performance' objectives are
the same as the ones written for Kindergarten in this proposal

Performance Objectives in Affective Domain

1. After a neighborhood walk, the student will seem excited and
happy while relating his personal experiences to his friends.

2. _Given art media to develop some project, the student will
report progress of the work to the teacher or peer and seem

enthused about-it.

3. During lessons, the student will listen with good attention
and will be able to follow directions given by the teacher
with a 60% accomplishment of task given to do.

,4. Obeys rules at school and while traveling to and from school
respects private and public propertSr.

5. The student will show enthusiasm and will willingly participate
in any cultural program. i.e., dancing, singing, etc., especial-

ly on holidays.

PRODUCT

A. COMPONENT NAME Soc. Studies B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE_Jaelaih__

C. GRADE LEVEL 1st D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Same as in English.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:



A. COMPONENT NAME Soc. Studies B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE English

C. GRADE LEVEL 1st D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: This social studies unit will provide effect-

ive learning, built on conceptual development, and is inductively

approached and spirally presented, beginning with first order and

proceeding therefrom; the limitations of the progression are deter-

mined only by the physical, emotional, and itellectual maturity of

the child at any given time in his life span. The 35 topics of

study included in this 1st grade Language Development Program will

be taught as a conceptual base from which future learning can grow,

thus the program will provide for growth in meaning and in the

symbols expressing thobe.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Language practice will be given through the teaching in the

Ott strategies from the following problems: (1) How do we live?

(2) Where do we live? (3) What are we like? (4) How do we make

a living? (5) How are we governed? (6) What have we done? (How

do we express ourselves?)

2. A short one or two day review of the self concept unit should

be given at the first of the year. Performance objectives are

the same as the ones written for Kindergarten in this proposal

Performance Objectives in Affective Domain

1. After a neighborhood walk, the student will seem excited and

happy while relating his personal experiences to his friends.

2. Given art media to develop some project, the student will

report progress of the work to the teacher or peer and seem

enthused about-it.

3. During lessons, the student will listen with good attention

and will be able to follow directions given by the teacher

with a 60% accomplishment of task given to do.

4. Obeys rules at achool and while traveling to and from school

respects private and public property.

5. The student will show enthusiasm and will willingly participate

in any cultural program. i.e., dancing, singing, etc., especial-

ly on holidays.

PRODUCT

A. COMPONENT NAME Soc. Studies B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE Spanish

C. GRADE LEVEL 1st D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Same as in English.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

The Spanish portion of this unit will be identical to the English
although different ethnic representations by the teacher or teach-
er aides should be effected. Many cultural activities should
spring up from this unit in several ofthe areas studied. The
teacher has a chance to use real creativity and imagination here.



EVALUATION

First Grade

1. 11,..1.1viors to be measured

Behaviors to be measured are stated in the performance objectives.

In addition, performance on The Cooperative Primary Test, Form 12A

Reading and Math will be available for both experimental and con-

trol schools for post test only comparisons.

2. Instruments

A behavior checklist of all performance objectives will serve as

the basic measuring instrument.

Development

Development is straight forward. The internal evaluator and the

project director will make up the checklist.

Baseline data

The checklist will be completed by all teachers in the experimental

program at the beginning of the school year. Validity and re-

liability checks will be made by the internal evaluator. An attempt

will be made to secure information on a random selection from

appropriate control schools to allow-for a more cmplete research

design. In the experimental schools, a random subsample will be

tested at designated intervals in order to provide the teachers

with feedback as to the effectiveness of their methods. At the end

of the school year, all students in the experimental programs will

be post tested.

3. Data collection procedures

Data will be recorded on mark sense cards by the teachers. The

Time schedule for making ratings is included in the overall time

schedule. Cooperative Primary Tests are scored by the testing office;.
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Evaluation - First Grade /to

4. Dlta Analysis techninues

The difference between the number of behavioral objectives met at

the beginning of the year and the post test results will serve as

the basis for; (1) a dependent t test for growth, and (2) analysis

of variance for experimental and control groups.

5. Reporting procedures

Teachers will be given feedback on the results of tests on random

samples during the year as these tests are given. Final analysis

results will be written up as indicated in the Title VII guide-

lines.
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PRODUCT

A. QOMPONENT NAME Science B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE English

C. GRADE LEVEL 2nd D. NO. OF PARTICIP:NTS 210.

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: The utilization of oral language development

using the content of science, selected and organized to provide
inductive approaches of the development of cognitive skills con-

comitantly with systematic skills development in language. Five

scientific processes are presented in the 2nd grade; they are:

observing, using space/time, using numbers, measuring, classify-

ing,and communicating.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

Living

1. Presented with six objects separately in baggies which the
class has had experience with in the setting up Of an aquarium,
dre student will properly name five out of six of the items on

a checklist.

2. Given a toy turtle and a live turtle, the student will be able

to answer correctly to 9 out of 10 questions on a checklist as

to the differences between,living and non-living objects.

3. After lessons on and given the necessary i-ems for planning

an environment, i.e., an aquarium, the class will follow
correctly 10 out of 12 directions written on a teacher's check-

list in composing and maintaining an aquarium for the school

year.

4. After lessons on living and non-living objects and having

observed the reproduction cycle of guppies in the tank, the

student will infer as measured by a checklist that living

things: (1) grow, (2) need food and air, (3) reproduce them-

selves.

Symmetry

1. After three lessons on symmetry of about two weeks duration,
the student will be able to fold an ellipse into two sets of

matching halves, the square, to show that he can fold the square

into four sets of matching halves, the rectangle, to show that

he can fold it into sets of matching halves, and given an

isosceles and an equilateral triangle the student will fdld only

the equilateral triangle symmetrically as measured on a check-

list.

2. After lessons and demonstrations with two-dimensional shapes on

the meanings of the words: diagonal, horizontal, and vertical,

the student will be able to construct a puzzle by cutting out

symmetrical and non-symmetrical shapes and by first naming each

cut of the completed puzzle as measured on a checklist.
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3. Presented with an array of 10 common household objects; i.e.,
plates, picture frames, etc., the student will be able to
infer correctly on a checklist whether or not they are symme-
trical or not.

The Shapes of Animals

1. Presented with two-dimensional shapes of various sizes, the
student will be able to construct representations of various
animals by pasting these shapes in the appropriate positions.
The student will be able to construct 5'out of 6 common animals
studied as measured on a checklist.

2. Presented with five pictures of common animals, the student
will be able to correctly infer what two-dimensional shapes
the various parts of the animals' bodies appear to have and
to state them in specific terms, i.e., "The elephant's legs
look like long rectangles," and be correct 75% of the time.

3. When asked 10 questions like: "Where is the giraffe," "Do you
see a shape like a cylinder?", the student will answer correct-
ly to 9 out of 10 of the questions as recorded on an evaluation
.pcale.

4. Given 6 animal models (owl, cow, giraffe, dinosaur, goat, ele-
phant) and a wide frame, the student will sight and position
the models exactly in determining the plane of symmetry.

Linear Measurements

1. After a lessori on measurement, given 4 mnmakked sticks, the
student will make comparisons of length by saying the terms
almost as long as, more than, more than, smaller than, between
two correctly for 3 out of 4 of the questions posed by the
teacher and recorded on a checksheet.

. 2. Presented with a large box and a table, the student will com-
pare whether or not the table and the box are the same height
and width by using an unmarked measuring stick and being 75%
accurate in whatever measurement he decided to use as recorded
on a checklist.

Observation - Using Several of the Senses

1. Given the verbal command to smell, taste, etc., various items
such as candy, etc., the student will be able to pick up the
item and proceed to perform the act requested for all the
senses.

2. Given popcorn, oil, and a popper, students will be able to
identify one variable which will influence the proportion of
kernels of popcorn that pop.
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Observation ... (continued)

3. Given several 10 different tasting items, the student will be
able to separate them into two groups: one of sour tasting
items and one of sweeter tastes. In addition, they will be
able to comment on the apparent shape, size, and color of each
item.

Numbers and the Number Line

1. Given a number line whose center is designated by the point
zero, the student will be able to number the points on both
sides of the line with positive and negative-numbers to 9.

2. Presented-with a circular clocklike illustration with a spinner,
-depicting assorted negative and positive numbers and blanks in
between, the student will beable to say the number that the
spinner falls on or the number that would lay in between if the
spinner falls on a blank space. He should answer correctly 16
-times out of a possible 18 as measured by a checklist.

3. After a lesson on thermometer's, hearing certain assorted tempe-
ratures announced by the teacher, the student will be able to
show in which direction freezing or heated temperatures would
make the mercury flow on a graph depicting the negative and
positive numbers mentioned. He should be right on 8 out of 10
responses.

Linear Measurement Using Metric Units

1. Given a meter stick, the student will be able to identify the
length of a centimeter, the decimeter and the meter on a line
drawn on the blackboard by marking said points on the line and
place the 3 points correctly every time.

2. Presented with measuring sticks of various sizes the student
will choose the one most suitable for determining the length/
width of an object. He will choose correctly for 4 out of 5
attempts on five different objects to be measured as shown on
a checklist.

. After lessons on measurement, the student will be able to
determine the length of an object in terms of end to end measure-
ment and to correlate and approximate measurement with the metric
unit that was used for that measurement; i.e., The book is be-
tween 5 and 6 centimeters long.. .

4. After using the English and metric systems for the measurement
of various objects, the student will be able to state one common-
ly accepted advantage of using the metric system.

Introduction to Graphing

1. Given three sets of blocks of different colors with 3-red, 2-
green, and 5-blue, the student will be able to arrange them with
each color in a column according to number of blocks stated
and construct a graph from the final akrangement..
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2. Given felt squares of different colors representing boys and
girls, the student will be able to arrange them on the felt
board to represent the number of boys and girls in the room.

3. When shown a prepared graph, the student will be able to point
to the graph's base line, to show a grid of the graph and when
asked the use of graphs to say that it holds information to
be used at a later date.

4. Given graph paper, the student will be able to graph informa-
tion.given to him by the teacher and do it correctly with a
75% rate of accuracy.

Observing the Weather

1. Presented with a large class made calendar, the student will
be able to record daily prevailing weather conditions on this
calendar with the commonly understood system of signs. Out
of 14 signs taught, the student will be able to record 12 of
Them correctly as measured by a checklist without having to
notes.

2. Given a weather chart, the student will be able to make day to
day weather comparisons by recording data on the chart as
measured on a checklist.

3. Given a temperature chart and Celsius scale thermometers based
on the metric system, the student will be able to record and
interpret daily temperatures for a month with at least 75%
accuracy as compared to local weather conditions.

4. Given three cans containing warm, cool, and body temperature
water, the student will after testing each one by inserting his
had into it be able tb state one advantage of measuring the
temperature with a thermometer.

Time Intervals

1. Shown a clock, the student will be able to tell time on several
attempts as depicted on a teacher's checklist including recog-
nizing of seconds, minutes, and hours, and do it correctly for
75% of the effort.

2. Given a time line showing progression of time, i.e., seconds,
minutes, hours, days, etc., the student will be able to relate
by placing a point on the line which represents his age, that
the repeated sequential procession of time constitutes a unit
of measure that can record his own age and historical events.

3. _After lessons on periods of time, having all:wall clocks in the
classroom removed or covered, the student will be able to
suggest at least one way by which to tell time, i.e., shadows,
etc.

4. Shown a calendar, the student will be able to say the names of
the. days, weeks, and months and construct a simple time line
showing the 12 months of the year and the intervals of days
and weeks.
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Making Comparisons Using A Balance

1. Given a balance the student will be able to compare the weights

of two objects by lifting these objects first and then weighing

them and using such terminology as heavier than or lighter than
correctly in either instance as recorded on a checklist.

2. Given an equal arm balance, the student will demonstrate his

ability to compare small objects by correctly determining the
number of units needed to counter balance a weight placed on

one side of the equal arm balance and do it correctly on 50%

of the attempts that he makes.

3. After several lessons and having handled different objects on

earth pull or gravity, the student will be able to apply his

knowledge by being able to identify heavier or lighter objects
by looking at them in an array on a table and answering 75% of

the teacher's questions correctly without having to weigh the

objects as measured on a tacher's checklist.

Ordering Plane Figures by Area

1. Asked to describe in his own.ways his* concept of its meaning,

the student will be able to demonstrate it by drawing or tell-

ing correctly what it is.

2. Given graphic representations of a rectangle, square, circle,

ellipse, and triangle, the student will be able to state and
demonstrate the area of shapes.

3. Given 6groups of two-dimensional shapes, the student will be

able to place them in order of smallest to largest on the basis

of area, through visual comparisons, or by superimposing one

upon the other and do it correctly 5 out of 6 times as recorded

on a checklist.

Seeds and Seed Germination

1. After several lessons on seeds, the student will be able to

state and show the various parts of the seed, i.e., embryo,

seed coat, seed leaves, etc., and do it correctly on 3. out

4 responses.

2. Given a group of seeds, tLe student will after soaking them

in water measure the increase in size and state that water has
entered the seeds and caused them to swell.

3. The class after adequate discussion will show by a controlled__

experiment that whether or not a seed sprouts and how quickly

it sprouts depends on the amount of water that is available

to the seed.

4. After beginning the germination of seeds, the student will be

able .to"draw a graph and to record their data about the growth

of'seeda in centimeters. They should be 75% accurate in their

measurements as recorded on a checklist.

Describing Physical Changes

1. Given a lesson on physical chinges the student will be able



2. Given an equal arm balance, the student will demonstrate his
ability to compare small objects by correctly determining the
number of units needed to counter balance a weight placed on
one side of the equal arm balance and do it correctly on 50%
of the attempts that he makds.

3, After several lessons and having handled different objects on
earth pull or gravity, the student will be able to apply his
knowledge by being able to identify heavier or lighter objects
by looking at them in an array on a table and answering 75% of
the teacher's questions correctly without having to weigh the
objects as measured on a tacher's checklist.

Ordering Plane Figures by Area

1. Asked to describe in his own ways his concept of its meaning,
the student will be able to demonstrate it by drawing or tell-
ing correctly what it is.

2. Given graphic representations of a rectangle, square, circle,
ellipse, and triangle, the student will be able to state and
demonstrate the area of shapes.

3. Given 6.groups of two-dimensional shapes, the student will be
able to place them in order of smallest to largest on the basis
of area, through visual comparisons, or by superimposing one
upon the other and do it correctly 5 out of 6 times as recorded
on a checklist.

Seeds and Seed Germination

1. After several lessons on seeds, the student will be able to
state and show the various parts of the seed, i.e., embryo,
seed coat, seed leaves, etc., and do it correctly on 3. out
4 responses.

2. Given a.group of seeds, the student will after soaking them
in water measure the increase in size and state that water has
entered the seeds and caused them to swell.

3. The class after adequate discussion will show by a controlled__
experiment that whether or not a seed sprouts and how quickly
it sprouts depends on the amount of water that is available
to the seed.

4. After beginning the germination of seeds, the student will be
able to draw a graph and to record their data about the growth
of-s4ed6 in centimeters. They should be 75% accurate in their
easurements as recorded on a checklist.

Describing

1. Given a lesson on physical changes, the student will be able
to state 2 out of 3 examples of changes which occur in differ-

. ent objects as measured on a checklist.

2. Presented with an expanding balloon, the student will be able
to identify and name the changes using such properties as
color, shape, sound, surface area, volume, and texture and name
5 out of the 6 named above as listed on a checksheet.

3. Presented with the expanding balloon, the student will be able
to identify and name the properties which do not change while
the other changes are occurring and will name at,least 2 which
do no change as listed on a checksheet.
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P:ROCESS

A. COMPONENT NAME Science B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE English

C. TRADE LEVEL 2nd D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: The util4.zation of oral language development
using the content of science, selected and organized to provide
inductive approaches of the development of cognitive skills con-
comitantly with sytematic skills development in langauge. Five
scientific process are presented in the 2nd grade; they are:
observing, using space/time, using numbers, measuring, classify-
ing, and communicating.

F. -PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

In stressing for language independence as the students advance
in school, the structure models provided in the 2nd grade science
text provide only minimum essentials in language development. The

teacher should freely extend these concepts after she is certain
that the structure models have been mastered.

Only to the extent that the child can apply correctly the con-

cepts taught can the teacher determine whether or not this knowl-
edge has passed his threshold of learning.

1 In the 2nd grade science program the teacher will still con-
tinue to use the program strategies in the following curriculum
areas:

1. Classifying Observing Living and Non-Living Things
2. Using Space/Time

. Relationships Symmetry
3. Using Spaee/Time

Relationships Shapes Of Animals
4. Measuring Linear Measurements
5. Observing Observation, Using Several of the Senses

6. Using Numbers Numbers and the Number Line
7. Observing Obsetving The Weather
8. Communicating Identifying an -Object
9. Using Numbers Number 0 through 99

10. Using Numbers Addition of Positive Numbers
11. Measuring Linear Measurement Using Metric Units

12. Communicating Introduction to Graphing
13. Using Space/Time

Relationships Time Intervals
14. Measuring Comparisons Using a Balance
15. Measuring Ordering Plane Figures by Area
16. Measuring Seeds and Seed Germination

17. Classifying Variations in Objects of the Same Kind

18. Communicating ,Describing Physical Changes
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EVALUATION

Grade Two

The evaluation of grade two is identical with that of grade one except for

two factors. First, du_ Cooperative Primary Test Form 23A Reading and

Math will be given. Second, baseline data on Form 12A of the sam,: test

is available from this year's post tests and will be used as covariates.

It should be noted, that where changes in program are made, addition-

al evaluation will be necessary. Also, exploratory instruments in

areas where measurement is scarce, such as social studies, will

be tried out. The results of this exploration will be included

in the final report.

EVALUATION

Three

The evaluation of grade three is ddentical
with that of grades one

and two except that the Comprehensive
Test of Basic Skills is used todetermine performance for Reading and Math. Again baseline data is

available, this time from the Cooperative
Primary Test which can sup-

ply covariates.

Lt.

Li?



PRODUCT

A. COMPONENT NAME Science B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE English

C. GRADE LEVEL 3rd D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: The utilization of oral language development
using the content of science, selected and organized to provide
inductive approaches of the development of cognitive skills con-
comitantly with systematic skills development in language. Five
scientific processess are presented in the 3rd grade; they are:
observing, using space/time, using numbers, measuring, classify-
ing, and communicating.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

Kind of Living Things in an Aquarium

1. Shown 10 sets of cards, each card having the name of one type
of organism in the aquariur., the student will be able to name
eight of them_gorrectly on a checklist.

2. Presented with the same list of items, the student will be able
to form 2 groups from them; one of non-living objects and one
of living organisms and when questioned by the teacher about
what these groups are he will answer that they are each called
a "class."

3. Given the necessary materials for the composing of an aquarium,_
the students will be able to follow the teacher's directions
fully in activating one for class study.

4. On charts listing characteristics of both living and non-living
groups, i.e., plants or animales, the students, after hiving
learned the meaning of the word classifying, will place .check
marks in the proper place"' 75% of the time signifying the indiL
vidual characteristics for each living and non-living group.

Stages in Life Cycles

1. Shown several living objects, such as a caterpillar, a lizard,
or an earthworm, the student will be able to pick one of the
three and explain some of its characteristics. His performance
should be at a 75% level of accuracy as checked on a checklist.

2. Given the above mentioned living organisms, the student will be
able to discuss the cycles which they have passed through to
arrive at their present state with a 75% of,accuracy on a
daily record sheet.

3. Given 'a great number of living, nod living and dead objects on
a table. the student will be able t3 describe the character-
istics of one of the objects with '5%. accuracy as recorded on
audio tape without picking the 'item up so that one of his
classmates can identify the object.

f--- ---
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4. 11-sri his own container containing brine shrimp eggs without
Ills knowledge, the student will be able to keep a daily record
of descriptionz of changes in the water for four days and then
describe the swimming larvae correctly as measured on a tape.

Telling_Time

1. Presented with a clock, the student will be able to tell time
to the nearest five minutes as measured on a checklist.

2. Presented with a clock, the student will be able to state the

time orally from written time to the nearest five minutes as
measured by a checklist.

3. Given the date of a certain event the student will be able to
state the number of days before or' after this particular event
with 75% accuracy as measured on a checklist.

4. Given a clock face, the student will be able to set the hands
at the 5 minute, half-hour, quarter hour, and in-between*
intervals correctly 75% of the times that he tries as Checked

on a checklist.

Graphing Data

1. After a short review, the students will be able to state some
of the terms about graphing which they had in the second year,
such as, graph, grid, vertical and horizontal axes as measured
on a checklist.

2. At the end of this exercise, the student should be able to
number the units on tLe axes of a bar graph and name the axes
correctly 3 out of 4 of the times as listed on a checklist.

3. Given a frequency distribution, the student will be able to
construct a bar graph of 75% accuracy as measured on a daily
achievement record.

4. Given a bar graph, the student will be able to state an inter -

pretation of the bars and state comparisons in terms of greater
than and less than with 75% accuracy as recorded on a tape.

5. After this unit, the student will be able to make 75% accurate
predictions based on information obtained from a graph as..
record& on an audio tape.

Surveying Opinion

1. Given a simple_research project, the student will be able to
demonstrate the method of collection and organization of simple

data with 75% accuracy as listed on a checksheet.

2. Given a collection of data, the student will be able to,
construct a bar graph correctly representing this .data-with 75%

accuracy as recorded by a checksheet.
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3. Given a graph representing certain data, the student will be
able to construct a prediction based on the examination of
this data with 75a accuracy as listea on a chr:ckshef,t.

Observing Animal Motion

1. Shown various forms of living organisms, i.e., frogs, earth-
worms, turtles, etc., 'the student will be able for 75% of the
time correctly name the organism and describe their appendages
for movement as recorded on a checklist.

2. Presented with 2 different moving organisms, a turtle and a
worm, the student will be able to demonstrate the character-
istic "push" of animals'that walk or crawl by drawing a picture
of the appendages and how they operate with 75% accuracy as
recorded on a checksheet.

3. At the end of this exercise, the student will be able to
identify various forms of animals locomotion and relate them
to the various kind, of animal appendages, i.e., shown a frog
the student will be-able to state correctly thNt a frog moves
on land or water by the use of his muscles and by pushing
against the environment.

Because of the newness of the program using true performance
objectives and since the program is sequential in natuce, and
even though there remains a month of school after the submission
of this continuation grant application, it is apparent because
of the wealth of science concepts to be developed from the 1st
and 2nd grade texts and because of daily chects by the project
administrators, it is certain that some of these grade level
concepts will have to be taught sequentially starting next year
before starting on the 3rd grade levels.

Therefore, performance objectives for the ramaining science
lessons in this unit will be developed later more carefully
as performance is checked On tiz ones listed here during the
first part of the year. The objectives will be develoPed to
encompass the recommended areas that each objective should
cover, namely, knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation.

PROCESS- Identical to Second Grade

SPANISH - Identical to English.
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PRODUCT

A. COMPONENT NAME Soc. Studies B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE English

C. GRADE LEVEL 3rd D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Program objectives are generally the same in
all the grade levels except that the concepts are more advanced
and more thoroughly studied in depth in the h4gher grades. Cogni-
tive skills dtvelopment-is included at this grade level to help
teachers understand and what children require intellectually,

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. After a thorough discussion about the president of the United
States the student will be able to name the present president,
know where he lives by showing it on a map, name some of the
former presidents, and score 75% on a quiz prepared by the
teacher as minimal degree of success.

2. After lessons on voting, elections, political campaigns, the
student sill be able to respond correctly and participate in
a discussion on these matters as recorded on a checklist.

3. On a lesson about various Indian tribes in the U.S. and their
geographical areas, the student will be able to compile a
small booklet including 75% of this information as measured by
the teacher's checklist.

4. After leti&ni756Sis heritage (lessons on all ethnic groups in
class to be given here), the student will be able to examine
himselZ from a picture of the total. class and name at least 4
out of 5 reasons stating how he feels he is different from
the' rest and/or how he is alike. Minimal performance will be
a 75% rating on a checklist.

5. Presented with various ornaments, from different countries and
costumes, the student will be able to choose 3 out of 4 of the
ones previously discussed and tell about each one briefly and
write a short essay about them.

6. After lessons on the different kinds of communication, namely
glancing, smiling, oral language, writing, radio, telephone,
etc., the student will be able to organize and role play some
of these forms with some of his schoolmates. Minimal success
will be marked on a checklist as to how efficiently and quickly
it was done.

7. After lessons on health and especially the care of the teeth,
the student given a toothbrush and paste will demonstrate
correctly how he should brush his teeth and will construct a,
personal chart by which to keep track of his daily tooth-care;
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PROCES S

C. CfADE -LEVEL 3rd D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

E PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: This social studitraUnit will provide effect-
ive learning, built on conceptual devc.lop7.ent, and is induct:;.vely

approached and spirally presented, beginning with first order and
proceeding therefrom; the limitations of the progression are deter-
mined only by the physical, emotional, and itellectuel maturity of
the child at any given time in his life span. The 35 topics of
study included in this 1st grade Language Development Program will
be taught as a conceptual base from which future learning can grow,
thus the program will provide for growth in meaning and in the

symbols expressing these.

F. PERFOMANCE OBJECTIVES

1. Language practice will be given through the teaching in-the
Ott strategies from the following problems: (1) How do we live?
(2) Where do we live? (3) What are we like? (4) How do we make

a linving? (5) How are we governed? (6) What have we done? (How
do we express ourselves?)

2. A short one or two day review of the self concept unit should
be given at the first of the year. Performance objectives are
the same as the ones written for Kindergarten in this proposal

Performance Objectives in Affective Domain,

4. During discussion on the social studies class, the student
will ask questions about various human' behaviors. The teacher
may use a checklist to list the number of questions or their
categories, i.e., "What do they do for living?", etc.

2. When presented with a choice of looking at pictures of various
disciplines, the Student will spend most of his time looking
at pictures of people and their habitants, and costums.

3. Whep faced with group encounters, such as committee work or
play on the playground, the student will show more tolerance
as the year progresses. Performance standards will be checked
by video tape recordings.

4. After discussions of holidays or "fiestas', the student will
voluntarily look for and read cultural booklets provided by
the project.

P'ItaDUCT

rn
1.:211;CUh

C. GRADE ^LEVEL D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 210

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Same as in English

F., PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

The Spanish pertion of this unit will be identical to the English

although different ethnic representations by the teacher or teach-

er aides should be effected. many cultural activities should

spring up from this unit in several of the areas studied. The

teacher has a chance to use,real creativity and imagination here.
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PRODUCT
A. CMONENT NME Science B. DOMINANT LANGUAGE Inciljsh

C. GRADE LEVEL 4th D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 45

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: This program utilizes the content of science,
selected and organized to provide inductive approaches for the
dev:aopment of7c.ognitive skilli concomitantly with systematic
skills development in language.

F. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

Describing Location

1. After lessons on number pairs, the student will be able to name
the ordered number pair that locates a position on a graph or
grid with 75% accuracy as recorded on a checksheet.

2. After lessons on location of number pairs, the'student will be
able to identify a position of a number pair on a graph or a
grid with 75% accuracy as recorded on a checksheet.

3. Given a set of coordinates, the student can from the proper
plotting of the coordinates on a grid, reconstruct a "figure.
Minimal standard for success will h the exact figure called
for done in five minutes with 90% accuracy as recorded by a
checklist.

4. Ordered to compose a certain scientific apparatus such as a
rocket, etc., on a grid, the student will be able to draw
a grid and write down the proper coordinates for a classmate
to be able to construct the apparatus required.

Trucks and Traces

1.. Shown a woodland scene. with 6 observable and distinct character-
istics, the student will be able to make observations and name
them, such as, "I see trees in the picture." For minimal
success he should make 75% correct observations on a checklist.

2. Choosing one of the scenes, i.e., a hole under a tree, the
student will infer something about what he has chosen and then
using adequate pictures of'animals' claws, feet, etc., he will
prove that his inference was right with 75% accuracy as listed
on a checklist.

Metersticks, Money, Decimals

1. Given the task of constructing a number line, the student will
be able to construct it using decimal notations for tenths and
be successful with 90% of his placing of the points.

2. Given fractional parts of a unit, the student will be able to
identify and name these fractional parts and use decimal nota-
tion for tenths with minimal 75% success.
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3. Given a dollar's worth of change, including all the possible
coins, tne student will be a!ile to name all tic coins and

dr,11=r arv,
-part of a dollar is a' panny?" tie should syy, '7\ penny is a
on-hundredth of a dollar." Minimal success will be recorded if
he is able to respond correctly to 4 out of 5 coins.

4. Given 10 problems of a practical nature having to do with mon9v,
the student will be able to solve 9 of them for minimum success
and relate to the teacher his work done towards the solution.

5. Given a key, the stuaent will be able to estimate and name
distances on a map. His minimal level of success will be to
find 4 out of 5 correctly.

6. Given a key, the student will be able to identify and name loca-
tions on a map. His minimal level of success will be to find
4 out of 5 correctly,

7. After a lesson on scale drawing, the student will be able to
construct a map on a larger or smaller scale than the area or
object the map represents. Minimal acceptable performance will
be a 75% correctly constructed reproduction.

8. Given the speeds of 4 different types of cars, the student will
be able to measure how far each car will go in 2 hours and do
it witl. minimal success with 3 out of 5 of the answers.

9. Provided with a Stop watch, the student will be able to measure
in seconds how long it takes his school mate to hop 50 feet and
do it with not less than 5 seconds as measured by his teacher
on a checklist.

10. Given two jars of different sizes and a burning candle, the
'student will be able to construct predictions based on a series
of observations than will reveal a pattern. Minimal success
will be considered by any `statement relative to the pattern he
has discovered, i.e., "The more fuel a fire has the longer it
will burn." The statement should ye- 75% accurate.

Note: Because of the newness of the program using true performance
objectives and since the program is sequential in nature, and
even though there remains a month of school after the submission
of this continuation grant application, it is apparent because
of the wealth of science concepts to be developed from the 1st
and 2nd grade texts and because of daily checks by thn project
administrators, it is certain that some of these grade level
concepts will have to be taught sequentially starting next year
before starting on the 4th grade level.

Therefore, performance objectives for the remaining science
lessons-in this unit will be developed later more carefully
as performance is checked on the ones listed here during the
first part of the year. The objectives will be developed to
encompass the recommended areas that each objective should
cover. namely; knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis

synthesis/ and evaluation.

PROCESS- Identical to Third Grarle

srLNIsli - Identiccd to Engli-?,.



PRODUCT

A. CU:Fa:INT NAIM Soc. Studies
'

B. UNGUAGI,

C. GRADE LEVEL 4th D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 45

56-

Since there is a need for the writing of a social studies unit
on the history of California (a state curriculum requirement), a
writing team will work on its development for five weeks this
summer. The same approach will be used in the writing as is being
used at the other grade levels. Behavioral objectives will then
be written in both the cognitive and affective domains, if no
standardized tests are found to accurately measure what they devel-
op, then they will also write an evaluative design for it. Dr. Coke
Wood, chosen as Mr.Catifornia History, an honorary award from the
state for outstanding work in the h_atory ofthe state, will serve
as consultant to the writing team. This work will b' done both in
Spanish and English.

EVALUATION

Grade Fo':r

The evaluation for glide four will use this year's post tests

as baseline informltion (,...ovariatcs) for the Comprehensive Test of

Basic Skills. All other aspects of the design, collection, analysis

and reporting are identical. Exploratory measures allowing for multi-

method analysis will be tried out.
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PRODUCT
CO' 'OA 1 'T I r - -.-.C12- 7

C. GRAD I LEVEL 1 , 2, 3, 4 D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 200

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: The program objectives will be to provide a
frame work upon which reading skills are developed. Since the
Spanish lunguage is the second language to Latin as to clarity
of structure and enunciation, reading abilities in this language
will provide all students linguistic skills improvement, a
knowledge of the structure of language, some notion of semantics,
and a clearer understanding of the nature and phenomenon of lan-
guage. In addition, learning to read in Spanish will develop the
disciplinary values or habits of: sustained effort, sustained
attention (memory is improved by this), and develops the faculty
of logical reasoning, i.e., Concepts may be reinforced by the use
of two vehicles of reasoning.' The reading ptlg.cam will be the
same for grade 1, 2, 3, and 4, however, higher achievement and
broader coverage will be expected of the upper grade children

F. .PERE'ORMANC E OBJECTIVES: (All Levels)

1. After walks ox field trips where certain concepts are to be
observed, the student will be able to participate in the
construction of an experience chart on the observations
which he made by responcing to the teacher as she writes
down the data. Minimal success will be recorded by a check-
list as to number of responses.

2. Given some of the items seen on the walks or field trips and
after using them on an_experience chart, the student will be
able to name them in Spafiish.

3. After lessons or. the Spanish alphabet, the student will be
. able to identify, the sounds and the symbols for them. Minimal
.acceptable success will be the identifying of 60% of the -

sounds and letters provided by the teacher as to level of
reading ability of her student.

4. Given several simple words, the student will be able tc "read"
the first initial consonant and do it correctly 60% of the
time. This objective to hold for not only initial sounds but
also for the median and final ones.

5. Given the vowels Founds and consonant sounds, the student will
be able to list them in two different columns. Minimal success
will be achieved when 60% of them are placed in their proper
column.

6. After a lessorron syllabication, the student will'be able to
count the number of syllables in a word of one, two, or three
syllables. Minimal performance should be to count correctly
3 out of 4 words given,



7. Given a lesson on diphthong, the student will be able to
distinguish that a diphthong is a comhinz-Ition of two vowols.

O. Presenied with short sentences to read, the student will
show the ability to read and enu,ciate all the words correct-
ly add explain what he reads.

9. After reading a short story, the student will be able to
recognize and recall events of time and place in sequence with
a 60% minimal standard of performaw.:e.

10. Given an assignment to prepare a particular topic of informa-
tion, the student will be able to verify answers and opinions
through reading and make a report on it, Minimal success
be achieved by a 75% score on a rating scale.
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PROCESS

A. cu:ro.:...,1;T Peading B. DO= A. LP:Ca/LI; Siianish

C. GRADE LEVEL 1, 2, 3, 4 D. NO. OF PARTICIPANTS 200

E. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: The materials to be used are phonetic approach
lessons prepared at the Southwest Education Laboratory in Austin,
Texas. The method of teaching the phonology of a language and its
structural analysis are found in a common objective to both and one
supports the other. In this textbook the method of presenting the
sounds of the alphabet, vocabulary, and language models have been
selected from the oral language exercises and lessons that from the
Ott materials used in the subject matter areas. Therefore, the
reading program in Spanish reinforces the learning of concepts in
the science and social studies curriculum.

The first part cif this program, because the Spanish language
is regularly a phonetic one and because the vowels are named after
their sounds, consists of five lessons on the vowels, A, E, I, 0, U.
The student learns to recognize the sound of the letter and the
symbol that stands for it without naming the letter differently.
The program continues with four more parts, namely (2) beginning
consonants, m, i,, b, P, (3)- syllapication, (4) diphthongs, (D)
sounCs and symbols of remaining consonants.

In summary, each lesson includes an introduction of the sound
in Spd the hearing of the sound in familiar words, recognition
of the s and and the symbol representing it, identifying the sound
in Spanish with .pictures, the showing of syllables to make words,
and finally the reading of short stories. At the end of each lesson
or unit the student is afforded reinforcing activities for evaluation
of his progress.
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